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How to smash a sound system
The title of this article is tongue in cheek (hopefully people are not reading this in order to discover
how to cause damage) the intention is to discuss some of the technology involved in a PA system,
explore some of the vulnerabilities and hopefully go some way to explaining how to care for your
equipment.
I have tried to keep explanations and ideas simple and concise, however, some issues involved can
quickly become very technical, so while I hope I have managed this without adding any inaccuracy
or confusion - please feel free to let me know if I gloss over something, make a mistake or
something is unclear.
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How to shatter a speaker
Before we start I need to discuss nomenclature briefly. For the purpose of these notes the term
driver refers to the individual Transducers, Cabinet refers to the box containing the Transducers
and 'speaker' refers to the complete speaker as a whole, including cabinet, crossover, drivers etc.
Speakers have a deserved reputation for dying and there are a number of aspects to speaker physics
that make them vulnerable.
First lets take a quick look at how the driver works.
The basic driving force is an electromagnetic field from a coil of wire (The voice coil) which is
suspended in a magnetic field from a permanent
magnet.
Since the coil on its own, would not cause much
air movement it is attached to a large cone of
paper known strangely enough as the ‘speaker
cone’.
The voice coil sits in a narrow gap in the
magnet with very little clearance. The gap is
kept narrow in order to focus the magnetic field
around the voice coil, but since this gap is so
narrow, it is vital that the voice coil is
adequately supported to maintain correct
alignment in the gap without touching the sides,
this is done primarily by the spider while the
surround provides support for the cone.
As well as providing the magnetic field for the
driver the magnet and frame also acts as a heatsink for the voice coil, this is why modern
drivers using much smaller Neodymium
magnets often have fins on the magnet to assist
cooling. Ferrite magnets which are usually larger and heavier, have a higher thermal capacity.
Finally the Frame of the speaker holds everything together and supports the weight of the magnet.

Vulnerabilities:
A speaker cone needs to be lightweight, so it is usually made of paper or cardboard, and it may also
contain other materials such as Kevlar ® or carbon fibre to provide strength and rigidity.
Since the surround needs to be very flexible it is also made of thin and lightweight materials which
may include softened/creased paper or rubberised cloth which can also be particularly vulnerable.
Some older drivers even used a foam, that perished over time (old Bose 802s are infamous for this)
and did not even require any outside intervention to fail.
Of course manufacturers of speakers are very aware of how delicate the cone and surrounds are and
protect them with metal grills and open celled foam to keep dust out and rain off (which also looks
better). I have also heard of people treating the cones of their speakers with Scotch guard to help
keep them water resistant. I have not tried this myself, so I cannot comment either to effectiveness
or any changes to the sound of the driver.
Damage to almost any part of the cone, surround or spider can cause audible rattles or distortion –
sometimes only really noticeable at particular frequency or frequencies.
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Dropping a speaker
If you look at the cross section diagram of the speaker, the heaviest part of the speaker (the magnet)
would provide plenty of leverage on the frame especially if subjected to, “sudden and unexpected
deceleration” such as hitting the ground after being dropped.
Drivers with lighter magnet assemblies (such as those using Neodymium magnets) will be less
susceptible to damage of this sort, than those using ferrite magnets, also drivers with pressed steel
frames can be more susceptible to damage from being dropped than a driver with a cast aluminium
frame. Since the magnet gap is so narrow and the voice coil often such a tight fit it only takes the
frame only needs to twist or deform a fraction of a millimetre (or for the imperially minded a couple
of hundredths of an inch) to cause trouble.
As with damage to to the cone, surround or spider this sort of damage will also show up as a rattle
or buzz in the speaker – usually at lower frequencies and often as not, at one or two particular
frequencies.
Here’s a driver I prepared, (dropped and smashed) earlier:

For the curious this is (was?) a P-Audio P10-100MB, the cabinet it was mounted in fell from a
height of about two meters to land on its back. Although this driver has a cast aluminium basket it
also has an exceptionally large and heavy magnet and this fall was enough to break the basket.
Three cabinets fell at the time, two landed face first and survived (albeit with minor cabinet
damage) and if the drivers had used pressed steel baskets, their frames would have most likely
distorted making all three drivers unusable.
Since I have this wreck on my hands lets just run through a quick visual tour of the driver before we
move on.
Start with the basket and coil – the spider was torn off in the incident and we will see that still
attached to the magnet assembly presently.
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The tears in the cone either side of the coil are where the leads to the coil were attached. This
speaker had two spiders, one attached at the base of the coil former (where it attaches to the cone)
the second attached where the grey tear is (about a quarter of the way up the coil).
Now lets take a quick look at the magnet assembly (with the spiders still attached):

As you may be able to see, the gap for the voice coil is rather narrow and it does not take much
misalignment for the voice coil to come into contact with the magnet (with damaging
consequences).
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The vent in the middle of the magnet allows air movement for cooling – note that this is covered by
a grill or mesh of some sort to stop foreign objects or dust getting into the speaker which would
cause damage if they got into the gap for the voice coil.
Compression driver (tweeter).
That mostly covers the woofer so it is worth while having a quick look at tweeters with the
compression driver being the most common in sound reinforcement speakers.
As with the woofer the magnet doubles as a
heatsink, however instead of a cone that
directly radiates the sound the compression
driver has a diaphragm that compresses air
through the phase plug and into the throat of
the horn. The horn then controls the
dispersion of the sound.
While the smaller size and contained
diaphragm of the compression driver makes
it more robust than your average woofer, a
compression driver is mounted on a horn
and if the cabinet was dropped, the weight
of the compression driver can damage or snap the horn, especially if the horn is made of plastic.
Since the horn is usually separate to the compression driver itself, they can be replaced relatively
cheaply.
While the horn itself is usually otherwise pretty rugged, the throat of the horn needs to be kept
smooth or it can cause turbulence (which in turn leads to distortion) so if the compression driver
comes loose (or unscrewed) from the horn this will lead to audible distortion. Also water getting
into a compression driver (and I am thinking here of foldback wedges with the horn pointing
upwards) will almost certainly cause major problems.
While they are physically rugged, compression drivers are much more prone to burning out than
woofers. The main reason for this is that they usually have much lower power handling than the
lower frequency drivers and a 50 watt compression driver is not unusual in a 500 watt speaker
cabinet, and there are two reasons for this:
1) In typical music higher frequency spectral power is relatively low, with the proportion of
power above 3Khz being somewhere in the order of 25%.
2) Compression drivers are significantly more sensitive than lower frequency drivers, for
example: While a good woofer may have a sensitivity in the order of 101dB(A) @ 1W/1m
or so, a typical horn loaded compression driver will be more like 110dB(A) @ 1W/1m
requiring around an eighth of the power to generate comparable sound pressure level (SPL).
With all going well, this arrangement (low powered tweeters) works fine, but if anything unusual
happens (such as say feedback squeal) then you can end up with a situation where the amplifier is
delivering full rated power into the tweeter – and a 50 watt tweeter copping 500 watts does not last
long at all. Even if the fundamental frequency of the feedback is below the crossover point of the
speaker if the amplifier has been driven into clip this will add plenty of higher frequency harmonics
to the signal which would more than adequate to lead to the tweeters demise
Before we continue to electrically destroying a speaker, we can always have a quick look at the
speaker cabinet itself.
Any loose fittings or inadequately supported or damped speaker grills will cause rattles, while any
small holes, like cracks along joints in the woodwork, or loose connector panels will allow air to
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escape from the cabinet, although this again will usually sound like a rattle, usually becoming more
noticeable at lower frequencies.
Cabinet construction
While cheaper cabinets used to be made from chipboard which did not stand up to the rigours of
touring, nowadays medium density fibreboard (MDF) is more commonly used which is more
rugged, however plywood is still the material of choice for better quality cabinets as it is
significantly more rugged again.
Reflex ports are the holes in the speaker cabinet designed to tune the box in order to improve lower
frequency performance. While not under the operators control, a poorly designed reflex port can
cause as much trouble as a loose speaker grill or damaged surround.
A poorly designed reflex port (usually long and narrow) suffers a high level of air turbulence in the
mouth of the port at higher SPL. Port turbulence usually sounds like a rattling to the end user
making you think something is loose in/on the speaker, car sub-woofers often use long narrow ports
and many car subwoofer enthusiasts are not happy unless they have a subwoofer that rattles at high
SPL as they mistakenly think it is their car rattling.
Electrical abuse
Probably the most common cause of speaker failure is from electrical abuse which usually means
that the speaker has been burnt out due to excessive power.
A high performance speaker capable of delivering around 100dB(A) at one watt at one meter is
'nominally' somewhere in the order of 3% efficient* so potentially for every 100 watts you pour
into a speaker three watts comes out as acoustic energy while the other 97 watts gets turned into
heat. This would appear to make a 2KW subwoofer (for example) the equivalent of having a bar
radiator enclosed in a nicely insulated wooden box. Fortunately though, things are not quite that bad
for a couple of reasons:
1) The impedance curve of the driver.
While a driver may have a nominal impedance of say eight ohms, in reality the actual impedance of
the driver (and the speaker it is in) is often several times that.
The following graph is the impedance of an eight ohm (nominal) 10” driver in a tuned cabinet
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The blue line shows impedance, while the red line is an indication of the power (scaled to fit this
graph) - Note that while the impedance does dip to eight ohms between 100 and 200 Hz, it starts
rising above this region to around 18 ohms at 3Khz and in the other direction reaches nearly 50
ohms at 40 Hz.
Since power (i.e. heat) is = V2/Z (where Z signifies impedance) you will notice that as the
impedance rises, the power (the red line) being dissipated into the driver drops significantly.
The high impedance at lower frequencies is due to the interaction between the driver and the tuned
cabinet – since sub woofers are typically designed to work around their tuned frequency they
generally do a lot of their work in these higher impedance regions.
The rise in impedance at higher frequencies is due to the inductance of the speaker.
Curiously enough, as a drivers coil heats up, its resistance increases, this in turn means that the
power in the driver decreases, so the speaker potentially becomes quieter. This is an effect known as
“thermal compression.”
Understanding power ratings
While we are looking at the Impedance curve it is worth briefly considering how power rating of
the driver is measured.
Standard AES1984 uses using pink noise rolled off at an upper limit of 5Khz rather than a pure sine
wave for measuring power and makes the assumption the drivers impedance is flat. So for example
2.83V into a nominal eight ohm driver is considered to be 1 'watt', regardless of the frequency of
the signal OR the actual impedance of the driver at that frequency.
Note here that in keeping with the impedance being nominal you may also see the power rating
referred to as “nominal.”
Now if all speaker manufacturers use the same signal for testing their speakers, this may not matter
much for the purposes of doing an apples with apples comparison. However a manufacturer may
choose to tweak this test to give more favourable results, for example I have heard of one
manufacturer who extends the high frequency range of their test signal up to 20Khz which just
about doubles their “measured” power rating. (I have not confirmed this so I will not name the
manufacturer in this article.) The lesson from this is that when you compare speaker power ratings,
it is important to confirm how the manufacturer tested their speakers.
What this means is, that a speakers actual power rating may be significantly less than its published
power rating, especially if the signal driving it is mainly in the lower impedance range of the
speaker (I am thinking here of feedback squeal) so an '800 watt' speaker (for example) driven by an
800 watt amplifier may still fail due to excessive power even if the amplifier was never driven into
clip.
I need to emphasise, that where I earlier said a good speaker was around 3% efficient, this assumed
this 'nominal' power rating, so when you take impedance curve of the speaker into account the
actual efficiency is not quite that bad.
2) Music is not a constant, pure tone
Typical music does not usually contain pure sine waves, at high levels, for extended periods of
time. In fact peak power levels are well in excess of 10dB (typically over 20-30dB) higher than the
average level meaning that while the subwoofer mentioned earlier may be required to handle peaks
up to 2,000 watts, in reality a lot of the time it will be running at 200 watts or less. Additionally as
mentioned above, the bandwidth of a typical musical signal will usually cover the higher impedance
area of the speakers impedance curve, and this will also significantly reduce the actual power that
the speaker will have to dissipate.
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Note that one exception to this is when feedback occurs, but this is not usually considered music or
normal signal and we will cover more on this later.
3) The magnet acts as a heatsink
The speaker magnet has a fair amount of thermal mass and this acts as a heatsink for the voice coil.
Of course the problem here is that the magnet is not in direct contact with the voice-coil so this may
not be as effective as one might hope.
Amplifier clipping
I need to point out that there is nothing inherently dangerous about clipped signals - forget 'little bits
of damaging DC' and tales about drivers supposedly stopping abruptly (this doesn't happen - no
speaker is this accurate and no laws of physics are bypassed for the destruction of these speakers).
In fact AES1984 the standard used for testing power handling of speakers specifically specifies that
a clipped signal is used for testing.
Instead the most likely killer of speakers when an amplifier runs into clip is overheating due to
excessive power. Consider the heating (the thick blue line) of a speaker by a pure Sine wave:
1.2
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Effective voltage clipped
Heating Clipped

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Compare this with the red line, which shows the heating effect of a square wave with the same
amplitude. The Square wave (clipped sine wave) creates twice the heat of the sine wave, so that (for
example) a 100 watt amplifier being driven into clip will be delivering close to 200 watts into a
speaker.
Note that this model does exaggerate the heating curve*3, however this is more than adequate for
comparison purposes.
But while this may seem to be an obvious answer to speaker death there are a couple of problems
with it.
The most obvious issue is that if you are driving an amplifier this hard, distortion is going to be
very obvious and even a DJ is going to notice the distortion and do something about it, such as turn
up the volume (the DJ response to most problems).
Of course it is possible that feedback squeal could quickly drive an amplifier into clip, however
again I would hope that most operators would get on to that fairly quickly.
Contrary to the popular belief that a square wave contains 'little bits of DC', a square wave actually
contains a lot of higher frequency harmonics and as frequency increases so does the driver's
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impedance, as the driver impedance increases the power in the driver plummets.
A more likely explanation is that when an amplifier is driven into clip there is also an increase in
average power.
As I have mentioned, normal music is not a constant pure tone and if we take a look at a sample of
music (from Cubase):

you may notice that the peaks of the music are roughly twice the height of the rest of the music
(which would make them about 6dB louder, or four times the power) and in fact on average the
music is probably half that again, making the peaks about 10dB or more higher than the average
level.
This is generally referred to as the 'crest factor' so a signal in which peaks are 10 dB higher than the
average level would be said to have a crest factor of 10dB. Typical crest factor for music is over
10dB and usually stated as 24dB, so either my measurement technique is flawed (and lets face it my
measurement technique is likely to be out, as it involved getting a screen capture from Cubase and
then estimating) or my music sample has a lower than usual crest factor and coming from a CD it is
likely to have been heavily compressed reducing the crest factor further.
So in this example, when the amplifier is not clipping the average power into the speaker ends up
being less than 1/10th of the maximum power output of the amplifier .
If we increase the gain of the amplifier so it is now clipping, not hard, but just until the clip lights
flicker constantly, say about 6dB or so.

The speaker is now dissipating four times the heat (this actually makes sense, we turned up 6dB =
four times the power = four times the heat) and one could assume that the speaker is still operating
within power rating (say a 100W speaker, driven from a 100W amplifier , would now be handling
somewhere around 50 watts or so) but that also supposes that the power rating was based on long
term continuous or even AES1984 (which itself has a 6dB crest factor*4) power levels rather than
'music power' which as we have just seen, is roughly 1/10th of what you might expect.

Frying with feedback~
As we have seen, normal music has a wide spectral content and high Crest factor. However there is
signal that sound reinforcement systems are prone to suffer from. This signal does consist of
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continuous tones, has no crest factor and seems custom made for the sole purpose of destroying
speakers (which is why it is mentioned here)....
This signal is feedback.
~ still a work in progress ~
Limiters and 'protection'
This brings us to the use of compressor/Limiters as ‘protection’ for speakers.
If all your limiter is doing is reducing the peaks of the signal then you may just end up with the
same result as above only now with the false sense of security from having a limiter 'protecting'
your speakers and worst of all no clip indicator to warn you something is going wrong.
Ideally a compressor/limiter for speaker protection should have a peak limiter to stop the amplifier
being driven hard into clip (this is mainly to avoid audible artefacts as the occasional brief clip will
not usually harm your speakers) combined with a slower acting and releasing limiter set maybe
10dB below the amplifiers clip point monitoring RMS or 'average power'*1 to ensure longer term
power ratings are not exceeded.
Finally and very importantly the operator needs visual feedback when this is happening – there is no
point in the limiter kicking in if the operator finds that the level is now too low and reacts by
cranking the system up further.
While this is more than adequate to destroy lower frequency drivers, high frequency drivers can be
more susceptible to failure.

If my compact speaker goes down to 50 Hz, why do I need a sub?
let's say you have a nice compact two way speaker and looking at the specifications you notice that
the frequency response is rated down to 50 Hz, the power handling is 500 watts and sensitivity is
given as 100dB@1W/1M.
Now the companion subwoofer is a large, heavy cabinet, delivering 95dB@1W/1M and only goes
down to 40 Hz anyway.
Thinking this through, if your subs do not go down much lower than your 'full range' speakers and
the compact speakers are 5dB more sensitive to boot, why would you bother with the hassle,
expense and weight of adding a subwoofer to the system?
The error here is in assuming the speaker can handle its rated power at its lowest frequency, when
usually they cannot (yes I know there is usually nothing in the data to indicate this – but most
speaker manufacturers assume you know) sure at a few watts your compact speaker may sound full
and if you took it and ran a 'semi acoustic' set, or vocals, sure no problem!
But if you were to run a bass heavy rock and roll band with kick drum, Bass guitar etc. at full power
then you be would likely find your speakers distort badly and then fail.
The reason for this is that the lower the frequency a speaker produces, the more air it needs to
move.
The following graph shows required air displacement ( measured in litres) of an imaginary speaker
plotted against frequency*5 - assuming a fixed power output.
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To move more air, a speaker cone needs to either move further or be larger, So drivers designed and
built for subwoofer applications usually have a large deep magnet, specially designed surrounds to
allow large cone excursion without damage and also tend to be larger drivers such as 15,18 or 21
inch diameter.
Now the problem with is that larger drivers often do not move quickly very well and smaller cones
designed with high excursion in mind are often less damped so do not generate higher frequency
signals as accurately. So generally a driver can be designed for either, moving large amounts of air,
or greater accuracy at higher frequencies but not (to my knowledge) for both.
Now if a driver is driven beyond the limits of its excursion a couple of things can happen:
The voice coil can be damaged by hitting or rubbing against
the magnet assembly. For example the voice coil in the
accompanying picture, which does not show discolouration
from over heating, but instead shows damage at the end of
the voice coil where it has probably impacted the magnet or
pole.

Voice coil damaged by over excursion

The voice coil can move out of the gap in the magnet
(remember I mentioned the magnet acts as a heatsink?) and
while away from the magnet the coil can overheat and suffer
damage.

The trade off is that as the coil moves out of the gap it also moves out of the field from the magnet,
this in turn reduces drive on the coil and in addition as the cone reaches the excursion limits allowed
by the spider and surround these also limit its movement.
When a driver approaches the tuned frequency of the cabinet, the reflex port starts resonating, this
effectively traps the air in the cabinet which damps out the cone movement (think of this as acting
like a spring behind the cone), as the signal goes below the ports resonant frequency however, (i.e.
subsonic signals such as power on/off thumps) it stops resonating and the port starts to act as a vent
instead, allowing air in and out of the box. When this happens the driver is no longer damped by
this air, BUT it is still trying to generate low frequency signals by trying to move a now excessive
distance and this may exceed the drivers excursion limits potentially causing damage.
This is why it is usually a very good idea to roll off the lower frequency signals being sent to any
ported speaker (and data sheets for sub-woofers usually specify a recommended Low frequency roll
off).
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* Somewhere in the order of?
I know this sounds a bit vague, but the reason for that is there are wide variations in speaker
efficiency. 3% is actually a pretty good figure, with many ‘Hi-Fi’ speakers running at a fraction of a
%. As this article is about PA I am presuming high performance, professional grade speakers where
3% is a likely figure and would be a speaker capable of somewhere over 100dB @1W/1M.
The other factor is, that this is based on the assumption of 'nominal power' which assumes that 2.83
Volts drive across a 'nominal' eight ohm speaker equals one watt regardless of frequency and
impedance curve whereas in reality the actual impedance is much higher for much of its operating
range so actually speakers are much more efficient than 3%.
*1 A compressor, limiter does not and usually cannot monitor speaker power, although I guess you
could build a powered speaker with a limiter that did – but this would be more complex, so usually
a compressor monitors signal voltage which provides an indication of 'nominal power'.
*2 cone excursion in a driver is stated as Xmax and is usually measured in millimetres although the
precise definition used by the speaker manufacturer may vary between:
The absolute maximum cone excursion the driver can handle without suffering damage, to:
The maximum cone excursion that the driver can handle before it provides unacceptable levels of
non-linearity (i.e. distortion).
*3 In reality the voice-coil does not heat up as quickly as shown in this graph, however rather than
draw a graph hundreds or thousands of cycles long it was neater and clearer to exaggerate the
heating effect and apply the same exaggeration factor to both the clipped Sine wave and the regular
sine wave.
*4 Does this mean that the long term power rating of a speaker measured using AES1984 is 6dB
lower than stated? The simple answer here is no. AES1984 measurements are based on the long
term average of the test signal NOT the peak of the test signal. AES1984 is merely an attempt to
make a repeatable 'real world' test signal.
*5 Based on the formula (from Richard Smalls paper “closed box loudspeaker systems”) for
calculating the Displacement limited acoustic power rating, or in other words the acoustic output of
a speaker based on it's maximum displacement. For the curious this equation is:
PAR= KP f34 VD2 but if we assume power is fixed and frequency varies then we can instead
calculate displacement required as VD2=PAR/(KP f34) where:
VD
PAR
KP
f3

Displacement Volume ( Multiplied by 1000 to give litres)
Displacement limited acoustic power (I used a value of 1)
Power rating constant ( I used 0.85)
Half power (-3dB) frequency

While this did make a few unwarranted assumptions, the graph was only really intended to show
relative displacement plotted against frequency (which it does).
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How to abuse an amplifier
Discussing speakers leads us naturally to amplifiers.
Unfortunately (Fortunately?) a properly designed and built*1 amplifier nowadays is actually pretty
hard to destroy, what with short circuit protection and thermal shutdown etc., allowances have been
made for almost all of the forms of abuse you could think of throwing at them, so unless you have a
cheaply made amplifier you may have to content yourself making them shut down.
Having said this though amplifiers are one area where saving a few Dollars can buy you a whole
lot of trouble and generally (unless you really do want a PA that dies easily) You are much better
off buying an amplifier from one of the more reputable manufacturers such as Crown, QSC,
Australian Monitor*2, Behringer ( I have tested the EP2500 and it looks pretty solid) and other
credible manufacturers.
It may help to think of an amplifier in two sections:
1) the power supply that takes the mains and converts it into Voltages that the amplifier can use a
good power supply also acts as a high current source for signal peaks.
2) the amplifier section itself.

Power supplies
Soft start
Power supplies fall into two main categories Switchmode and Linear but before I run through the
different potential weaknesses of each it is worth mentioning the soft start circuit.
Any big amplifier will draw large amounts of current at start up.
In an amplifier with a linear supply, this will be the magnetising current of the Transformer and
with a Switchmode supply (and to a lesser extent the Linear supply) there is also charging current
for the Filter capacitors.
Since this surge current could potentially cause all sorts of problems (imagine having to reset the
circuit breaker in your switchboard every time you wanted to turn on your amplifier) all decently
designed and built *1 amplifiers will have a soft start circuit to soften the start up of the amplifier.
While the exact soft start circuitry does vary, one potential weakness can be the reset time of this
circuit and many amplifiers can cause problems if switched off and on very quickly.
While on this note, I have seen one fairly popular power factor correction circuit which destroys
itself if switched off and on quickly and while this was in a Sony video projector it is possible a
similar circuit may have been used in other equipment as well, so it is generally a good idea to
avoid switching equipment off and on again quickly.
Linear Power supplies
These use large and heavy iron cored Transformers to step the mains voltage down to useful levels.
Older amplifiers used square EI core Transformers which were rugged and easy to wind, but had
the disadvantages of being large, heavy and radiated significant amounts of Electromagnetic hum.
In more recent times these have been replaced by Toroidal transformers, which while still not
lightweight are lighter and more compact than the equivalent EI core Transformers with the added
advantage of radiating little hum.
Linear supplies are in general pretty rugged and are not susceptible to the usual mains concerns
such as spikes and (short term) surges however they do still have a couple of weaknesses:
High mains Voltage
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If the mains voltage is significantly high then the Transformer core will go into saturation and the
Transformer primary will draw more current – eventually heating up and burning out (unless the
circuit breakers and fuses trip first) however most Transformers are wound to take a reasonable
amount of over voltage and while some country areas (based on Australian experience here) can be
a bit high, unless you are on a Generator* it is unusual to have a mains supply high enough to cause
damage.
Low voltage supply will cause other issues but does not usually cause permanent damage unless it
leads to instability in the amplifier.
Low mains frequency
As transformers are largely inductive they will draw more current as the mains frequency drops, this
means that transformers will run hotter if run from a low mains frequency, however again unless
you are running off a Generator* (in my experience) it is very unusual to suffer from low mains
frequency. high mains frequency is much less likely to cause permanent damage.
Switchmode Power supplies
These are used in more modern amplifiers and have the advantage of being lightweight and
efficient. Until recently amplifiers using Switchmode supplies had a well deserved reputation for
being unreliable, however the potential advantages of using Switchmode power supplies in
amplifiers was too great for manufacturers to overlook and since the mid to late 90’s an increasing
number of these amplifiers have proven to be solid, reliable and light weight.
I guess this highlights that while a properly designed and built switchmode should be reasonably
rugged however they are significantly more complex (i.e. there are more bits to go wrong) than a
Linear supply so they do have a few potential weaknesses.
Switching hash
A switchmode power supply works by chopping the mains (well mains that has been rectified and
filtered – or in other words converted to DC) at a high frequency and a poorly designed or faulty
supply can radiate this high frequency noise into the mains supply, Ground wires and nearby
equipment.
Power factor
It would probably be a bit unfair to suggest that only switchmode power supplies suffer from power
factor problems as most power supplies suffer from power factor problems to a greater or lesser
extent, however Switchmode power supplies do tend to suffer more from poor power factor than
linear supplies. Having said this though, most decently designed and built*1 Switchmode amplifiers
will have power factor correction built in – more on Power factor later in 'how to thrash three
phases'.
Over Heating
If you obstruct the cooling of any amplifier you are asking for all sorts of problems, hopefully *1
merely resulting in the amplifier shutting down, however with a Switchmode supply obstructing the
cooling can lead to fatal results (see also ‘cooling’ under ‘general amplifier comments’).
Most Switchmode supplies use Ferrite core transformers and while Ferrite (basically a ceramic
made from Iron (usually oxide)) offers superb high frequency performance it does have one
Achilles heel which is, that its Curie temperature is relatively low.
The Curie temperature is the temperature at which a material loses its magnetic properties and when
this happens to a transformer core, it effectively turns the transformer into a short circuit which
results in major damage to the rest of the power supply.
The Curie temperature of a Ferrite core can be as low as 100°C (although it is unlikely a core with
such a low Curie temperature would be used) up to around 300°C whereas steel (as used in a Linear
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supply) has a curie temperature around 770°C by which point insulation etc. would have failed
anyway.

Amplifier stages
Class AB
Without discussing Transistor biasing, Non linearity and the (far from) subtle differences between
class A and Class B (which is beyond the scope of this article) Class AB is the traditional Output
stage consisting of one set of devices driving the positive half of the wave form with another
driving the negative half.

Class A/B Output

The main weakness of class AB is that as the output devices go between being off*3 to fully on
they pass through a region where they are only partly on and this is where the output stage
dissipates the most power and gets hot.
The devices in a Class AB amplifier dissipate most power when they are delivering roughly half the
supply voltage (quarter the amplifiers rated power) to the output.
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The biggest enemy of the class AB output stage is Heat (this is also true for any other amplifier )
and heating is at it worst when the amplifier is not delivering full power, so what if we reduced the
supply voltage to the output stage until it was required?
This idea lead to our next class of amplifier ….
Class G
Also sometimes called class H.
Class G is an attempt to reduce the power being dissipated in the output stage of the amplifier this
reduces the heatsink requirements making the amplifier lighter.
In a class G amplifier the power supply delivers a lower voltage to the outputs stage of the amplifier
when the output required is relatively small and switches to a higher voltage supply as/when more
output is required.
This also has the added benefit of reducing the power supply requirements which in turn helps bring
the weight down further.
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The red line in the graph above shows the power in the output devices while the pink line shows
what the power would have been with a class AB amplifier .
The Black line shows how a class G power supply switches voltage when higher power is required.
Class G trades off a slight increase in complexity for an amplifier that runs about 30% cooler
requiring less heat-sinking so the amplifier weighs less etc.
Mosfet and Bipolar transistors (BJTs)
Before we head on to the D Class amplifier , there are a couple of other things worth mentioning in
passing - you may hear discussion of things called Mosfets and/or Bipolar transistors.
I should start off by saying that to the end user it should be pretty well irrelevant what breed of
output devices the amplifier uses, as a decently designed and built*1 amplifier of either persuasion
should perform equally well.
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However to the curious Mosfets are a kind of transistor (amplifier output device) which come in
two different flavours:
Lateral Mosfets that exhibit a good linear region and vertical Mosfets that have a limited linear
region but can be made to switch on and off quickly.
While I have heard of a couple of Class AB or G amplifiers that have attempted to use Vertical
Mosfets as output devices they have not tended to be very reliable and most of the serious Mosfet
amplifiers (Australian monitor and Perreaux to mention a couple) use/used lateral Mosfets.
The more common alternative to a Mosfet is the Bi-polar Junction Transistor or BJT this is the
regular run of the mill Transistor known and loved since 1948 although admittedly the Mosfets
predecessors the Fet has been known since 1925 being essentially a valve (tube for the Americans)
etched onto silicon, power Fets however are only a relatively recent development. But I am
wandering off the point….
While to the end user there should be no difference between a well made Mosfet or well made BJT
amplifier there are a couple of differences between the two that I will quickly run over in order to
help you appreciate/ignore any marketing blurb you may be hit with.
A (Lateral) Mosfet has what is termed a negative temperature co-efficient - this means that as the
silicon in the Mosfet gets hot, it conducts less, effectively throttling the devices down. To the end
user this means a poorly designed Mosfet amplifier (i.e. one with inadequate heat sinking or
obstructed cooling) will tend to lose power if it gets too hot.
BJTs on the other hand suffer from a positive temperature co-efficient so as the silicon gets hot the
Transistor conducts more which in turn makes the transistor hotter and it conducts more and round
the loop we go in what is termed 'Thermal runaway' until the Transistor fails (usually going short
circuit) and the amplifier blows up….
Another thing you may hear mentioned about Mosfets vs BJTs is that where a BJT Fails short
circuit (causing the dreaded amplifier going DC, fried speakers etc.) a Mosfet fails open, well this is
kind of true, but….
In reality both devices Fail short Circuit (practically all semiconductors do) however the To3
package (metal can) Mosfets use a relatively thin bonding wire which acts as a fuse, quickly
blowing open, whereas the bonding wires in a BJT does not tend to fail open. I could probably go
on for another couple of pages about this and other matters regarding the two devices but probably
should point out that to the best of my knowledge it is only the TO3 package Mosfets that do this
and leave it at that…
You may have reached the conclusion the Mosfet amplifier is the better choice, since the worst that
can happen is the amplifier shuts down, or in the event of a failure at least it fails open circuit but,
just as a properly designed and built Mosfet amplifier will have adequate cooling to ensure it
performs to expectation, a properly designed and built BJT amplifier will have current sharing to
ensure that no output devices draws more current than its fellows and a current limiting circuit built
into it called a VI limiter to ensure that in the event of, well, an incident involving say a short
circuit, the output stage will not be driven beyond its safe area of operation.
In addition most amplifiers (both BJT and Mosfet) have temperature sensors on the output stage
which will usually shut the amplifier down in the event of overheating.
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VI limiter and reactive loads
Mention of the VI limiter kind of brings us to the subject of reactive loads….
As we mentioned earlier (well, briefly alluded to perhaps) a speaker does not present a simple
resistive load to an amplifier but is instead largely inductive, with a bit of capacitance thrown in as
well… Ok, lets just say it is a reactive load.
As well as converting from electrical to acoustic energy, a speaker also stores energy in the form of
electro-magnetic flux. This means that a good amplifier not only has to accurately deliver power to
the speaker but also needs to be able to absorb this energy from the speaker.
The measurement of an amplifiers ability to absorb this energy is called 'Damping factor' but while
damping factor does help provide some indication of amplifier performance it does not take into
account how much current the Amplifier can handle nor does it include the operation of the VI
limiter as this is considered a ‘fault' condition rather than normal operation.
In order to absorb this energy, an Amplifier output stage needs to be capable of driving more
current into a speaker than would normally be expected with a purely resistive load. To drive more
current an Amplifier needs more or bigger output devices, but more or bigger output devices cost
more money so this is where some 'inexpensive' manufacturers may choose to cut costs and with
lower current capability the VI limiter (if the cheaper amplifier has one) needs to be more sensitive.
While such an amplifier may work fine driving some speakers, you will find that it will have trouble
driving other speakers and this will result in a buzz when the speaker is driven at certain frequencies
(usually lower somewhere between 50 to 400 Hz – depending on the speaker), yet the same
amplifier driving different speakers or a different Amp driving the same speaker all works well.
What is happening here is that the VI limiter is sensing excess current from the Back EMF and
shuts off the output Transistors, with the output transistors shut off the speaker now effectively sees
an Open Circuit, the Back EMF has nowhere to go and builds up into a voltage spike which in turn
creates the buzz.
Again I could write several pages on this so I do need to point out that I have simplified this
explanation, as more in depth analysis is beyond the scope of this article.
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Class D
While Class D (Digital) amplifiers have been around in one form or another for a while they have
only recently gained acceptance as serious amplifier s.
Unlike Class AB or G where the output of the amplifier is a varying voltage, the output of a Class D
amplifier (in true digital style) is either on or off.
The class D amplifier uses a technique called PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) where the amplifier
generates a series of pulses, shorter pulses are used to generate lower voltages and longer pulses
generate higher voltages (no pulse = no output).

The graph above shows the output of a D class amplifier in black while the red line is the desired
output of the amplifier. The amplifier actually has three output states +VE, -VE and 0 so strictly
speaking, this makes it a Trinary amplifier.
The big advantage of the D class amplifier is that since the output devices are only either on or off
the output stage generates very little heat, so less heat-sinking is required meaning the amplifier can
be more compact and weighs less. Of course this is little gain unless the power supply is a
lightweight switchmode design as well (in fact PWM is the same technique that switchmode power
supplies use for regulating their output voltages) and I do not know of any D Class amplifiers that
do not use a switchmode power supply, however I have heard of amplifiers where the D class
output is also the power supply.
Weaknesses? Well again with a well designed and built amplifier it is not easy to find many
weaknesses, however the critical factor with the D Class amplifier is the output filter used to
smooth out the PWM signal to turn it into a nice analogue signal for driving speakers (as feeding
raw PWM to speakers can lead to less than desirable results) it can be tricky to get a filter that does
not have unexpected interactions with reactive loads (i.e. speakers).
Another potential problem is that D class circuitry is fairly complex and manufacturers have a
tendency to use surface mount construction techniques which unfortunately does tend to make the
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amplifiers not particularly service friendly, so repair costs can be quite steep and since practical
(cost effective) repairs are often limited to module replacement and replacement modules quickly
become unavailable when the amplifier is no longer in production the life span of the amplifier can
be limited.
I do need to mention here that at the time of writing this, a number of different powered speakers
have been released by various manufacturers – employing Class D amplifiers and integrated
processing, for example the QSC K series, EV Line series etc.
This to my mind is a perfect application of the D class amplifier – it keeps the speaker light weight,
the load is known so the amplifier module can be optimised to drive it and the use of integrated
circuits and surface mount components means that the amplifiers should be very reliable (as I said
though, this also makes them almost impossible to fix if they do fail) and the extensive use of
integrated DSP provides about as good a level of protection as it is possible to get for a speaker.
Class H
Class H is a hybrid between Class D and Class G however instead of having a power supply that
switches between two voltages, Class H uses a Variable power supply that tracks the output, using
very similar techniques to the class D output stage.
Why not just go that extra step and make the amplifier class D? well as mentioned in Class D
getting a filter that plays happily with unknown reactive loads can be a challenge, also the variable
power supply does not need to be as accurate as the class D output stage so it can be a simpler
design and a Class H amplifier is usually a Class AB output stage, with an variable switch-mode
power supply.

General amplifier comments
Cooling
Amplifiers are very much the work horses of the PA world, they shift power around and they get
hot and sweaty….
Well, maybe not sweaty, unless a Capacitor expels its innards, in which case the amplifier is in
serious trouble. But I digress, all amplifiers get hot and most professional amplifiers have fans
blowing air through them to keep them cool.
Amplifiers don’t usually need to be closely watched or operated, so they often just end up being
dumped backstage somewhere and being heavy things, they get left on the ground in the dirt and
dust. This means the fans are in an ideal position to suck up dust and dirt and spray it across the
inside of the amplifier , and a build up of dust inside an amplifier can lead to a couple of problems:
In extreme cases the dust can insulate the heat sinking and cause overheating, although to be honest,
I have not heard of an amplifier failing in this manner, probably because an amplifier this bad will
usually die for other reasons first.
The most likely killer for a dusty amplifier is a combination of dust, moisture and the high
Voltages the amplifier uses internally. When dust caked over the electronics inside the amplifier
gets damp this can cause high voltages to leak to lower voltage sections of the amplifier circuitry
leading to all sorts of chaos and usually the amplifiers swift demise.
So why don’t manufacturers use dust filters? Well this is where the manufacturer can be damned if
they do, or damned if they don’t.
Problems with a dust filters are:
1)They can clog up if not maintained and this blocks the air flow.
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2)The filter slows down airflow from the fan, so what dust does get through, is more likely to settle
and build up inside the amplifier.
Better designed amplifiers, tend to have the airflow directed over heatsinks only, rather than over all
the electronics and this helps avoid the dust build up over high voltage or sensitive circuitry.
I strongly recommend that fan cooled amplifiers should regularly go in to a competent Technician
and get the dust cleaned out. Probably every 18 months or so, more often if installed near the floor
(especially carpet) or in dusty environments, less often if installed in a cleaner environment.
Self oscillation
A popular trick for abusing an amplifier, is setting one up so that it goes into self oscillation and this
is a surprisingly simple to do.
Many modern amplifiers have both high gain and wide bandwidth which while generally
considered good characteristics, can cause trouble with very little provocation.
The problem arises when the input and output wiring are run together as what can happen is that the
output signal ‘leaks’ into the input cabling, this in turn goes back into the amplifier, gets amplified
back to the output where it couples back into the input cabling again, causing a feedback loop.
Unlike acoustic feedback which usually occurs at audible frequencies, power amplifiers going into
self oscillation usually do so at ultrasonic frequencies making it inaudible, although this is usually
accompanied by a characteristic audible hissing sound.
While shielded cables are the best defence against self oscillation, lifting a shield on cables feeding
an amplifier (even using the Earth lift switches sometimes provided on an amplifier) especially at
the amplifier end will significantly increase the likelihood of the amplifier going into self oscillation
while coiling speaker leads and line input cables together (especially with a shield lifted) or even
using multicores that carry both speaker and microphone channels is just begging for trouble.
Surprisingly enough, even amplifiers with balanced inputs can be susceptible to self oscillation as
the common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of an electronically balanced input usually decreases as
frequency increases and of course amplifiers with unbalanced inputs can be very susceptible.
While Self oscillation usually causes an amplifier to send out smoke signals and require servicing,
the inherent inductance of most speakers means that it does not usually damage them, the exception
here is any speakers which use piezo tweeters, as these are capacitive rather than inductive and self
oscillation will almost certainly destroy them.
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*Generator warnings:
Smaller, cheaper generators can suffer significant variations in supply frequency as many regulate
Voltage by varying the generator speed.
A proper (usually big diesel) generator regulates voltage by varying the current in a field coil and
has an independent governor controlling its speed (hence its frequency).
Alternatively an 'Inverter generator' regulates output voltage (and frequency) electronically but
these tend to be more expensive (but generally worth the money).
*1 decently designed and built – I seem to keep saying this don’t I? I guess this is because building
a decent amplifier does take some effort and many ‘cheaper’ or poorly designed amplifiers are
much more prone to failure than more reputable designs.
Sure a lesser amplifier may on paper deliver the goods but it may have had so many short cuts taken
that it is unable to drive a reactive load (such as say, a speaker) without problems and may be prone
to failure with potentially expensive consequences.
*2 Australian Monitor: an example of serious over engineering, you know the sort of attitude that
says if a one kilowatt transformer will do then lets use a two Kilowatt one.
AM developed a well earned reputation for making solid (literally), reliable, dependable amplifiers
that weighed, well, as much as the average battleship. Unfortunately such over engineering did not
come cheap and ultimately AM were unable to compete with smaller, lighter, cheaper, more
intelligently designed amplifiers made by other manufacturers.
AM were eventually bought out by Audio Telex who still use the brand name to sell other
amplifiers, (I don't know how good their new range are, as I have not tried them) cables, signal
processors, as well as other odds and ends.
*3 actually in an AB class amplifier the output transistors do not usually go completely off but at 0
output are kept partly on (a technique known as biasing) so that the Transistor will operate in its
most linear region.
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How to mash your microphones
Microphone patterns
Omni directional microphones
Omni-directional (Omni for short) microphones picks up sound
equally well from all directions.
An Omni-directional microphone is essentially a diaphragm with a
sealed* chamber behind it.
When the air pressure in front of the diaphragm varies with
respect to the pressure in the chamber this will act on the
diaphragm causing it to move.
Since this microphone detects variations in air pressure it is
classed as a ‘pressure sensitive microphone’.

*Since a completely sealed capsule would be subject to changes in
Air pressure, the capsule is not completely sealed, but has a
pressure equalisation vent (i.e. a small hole or simply normal leaks
in the body) designed to let air in and out slowly as atmospheric
pressure changes while not letting sound waves through.
Figure eight microphones
A figure eight microphone picks up most sound from
the front and rear of the diaphragm and much less
sound from the sides.
Figure eight microphones simply consist of
diaphragm open at the front and rear.
Sound waves from the front or rear) cause a pressure
gradient across the diaphragm ( i.e. the pressure on
one side of the diaphragm is different to the pressure
on the other), this causes the diaphragm to move
hence the term ‘pressure gradient microphone’.
Sound coming from the side of the diaphragm results
on the pressure being equal on both sides of the
diaphragm, so it does not move.
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Cardioid microphones
Cardioid microphones pick up most sound from the
front, less from the sides and very little from the rear*.
Conceptually (and the reason I covered it last) the
cardioid microphone can be thought of as a combination
of an omni-directional microphone and a figure eight
microphone.
A signal coming from the rear of the figure eight capsule
will be 180° out of phase with a signal from the front, so
if this was added to the signal from an omni-directional
capsule it would cancel out any signals from the rear of the microphone.
Variable pattern microphones can employ variations of this technique – switching omni and figure
eight capsules in, or out as required.
Fixed pattern microphones however only contain a single capsule so they operate slightly
differently.
A cardioid microphone consists of a diaphragm mounted in
front of a chamber or ‘Labyrinth’, the purpose of the labyrinth is
simply to ensure that sound from the rear of the microphone
travels the same distance to reach the back of the diaphragm as
it takes to reach the front.
This results in equal pressure on both sides of the diaphragm so
it does not move.
A signal from the front of the microphone travels much further
before it reaches the rear of the diaphragm which results in a
pressure gradient across the diaphragm. This leads to a couple
of oddities of cardioid microphones:
First - If you block the vents into the labyrinth at the rear of the microphone this compromises its
directional characteristics. Most vocal microphones have a mesh ball which helps discourage this
sort of behaviour, but you can still compromise the microphones directional characteristics by
cupping it in your hand.
Second - directional microphones (including cardioid microphones) suffer from something called
‘proximity effect’ this is where a microphone exhibits an increase in low frequency response when
it is picking up a nearby sound source compared to picking up a sound from further away. While the
reason for this is fairly straightforward, it does involve two factors which may take some explaining
so bear with me while I run through them:
As mentioned earlier a pressure gradient
(directional) microphone relies on a
difference (or gradient) in pressure
across its diaphragm to work.
Lower frequency signals have a longer
wavelength, so the pressure gradient of
a lower frequency signal is less than the
than a higher frequency signal of
similar level.
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This results in a 6dB per octave low frequency roll off, which the microphone manufacturer then
has to compensate for.
The second factor is, that as a sound spreads out from its
source, its energy gets spread over a larger and larger area
(i.e. things sound quieter from a distance – but you knew
that didn’t you?) this follows a rule called the inverse
square rule (more details on this later, in ‘how to harm
your hearing’) for the purpose of this discussion we can
simplify this rule by saying that as you double your
distance from the source of a sound the level drops by
6dB.
So if your microphone (for example) is within two
centimetres of the source of the sound (i.e. a vocal
microphone held up to a singers mouth) and the path to
the back of the diaphragm is an additional two
centimetres this means that you will have (at least) a 6dB gradient across the diaphragm even before
you consider phase.
A signal from 20 centimetres away however will have a negligible decrease in pressure between the
front and the rear of the diaphragm.
As this lower frequency roll off has (usually) been
compensated for by the manufacturer, in practise this
means that a directional microphone will have a low
frequency boost when used to pick up close sounds in
comparison with sounds from further away – this is
known as the proximity effect.
Finally, before we finish with cardioid microphones I
need to mention the infamous ‘rear lobe’.
While a normal cardioid pattern microphone will pick up
nothing (well ok - not as much) sound from directly
behind it, as microphones become more directional they
tend to have a rear lobe (where they become more
sensitive to sounds from directly behind them).
Typically this lobe becomes more pronounced, the more
directional the microphone is.
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Microphone types
All microphones operate on the basic principle that variations in air pressure (otherwise known as
sound waves) cause a diaphragm to move. The movement the diaphragm is then used to generate an
electric current.
Because the changes in air pressure involved are very very small microphones need to have very
light weight, compliant and delicate diaphragms,.
Dynamic microphones
Dynamic microphones employ the same principles as a speaker only in reverse (and yes, you can
use a speaker as a microphone).
Attached to the diaphragm is a coil of very fine wire often
thinner than a human hair. this coil is suspended in a magnetic
field so that as the coil moves a current is induced in it. The
output from this coil is then fed back to the microphone preamplifier at the desk (although many microphones feed the signal
through a matching Transformer first).
There have been a number of attempts made to make
transformer-less Dynamic microphones and while some have succeeded others have had a
reputation for being unreliable. One of the reasons for this is that in order to generate enough drive
they have used coils with many turns, in order to keep the coil light the wire used has been very thin
(thinner than normal) so it has been weaker and more prone to breaking.
Other than that issue, a well made Dynamic microphone is generally about as rugged as a
microphone can get and this has made Dynamic mics the mainstay of most (if not all) PA systems
around the world.
Besides the usual suspects (moisture, corrosion, being run over by a truck etc.) there is little that can
be done to destroy a dynamic microphone so off hand I cannot think of anything beyond say a very
violent shock.
Condenser microphones
The Condenser microphone may be a bit tricky to understand, so try and bear with me here.
A condenser microphone consists of a tensioned
metallised diaphragm in very close proximity to a fixed
metal plate these form a capacitor (otherwise known as a
condenser).
The capacitor is charged up from a relatively high voltage
(usually 48V from the phantom supply, although I have
heard of fancier microphones that run off higher voltages)
called the bias voltage fed via a very high resistance
usually in the order of Gigaohms.
As the air pressure causes the diaphragm to move in
relation to the fixed plate this varies the capacitance
between the two, since the charge remains constant this
causes the voltage on the plate to vary.
Since this is an extremely high impedance system almost
any load at all will swamp the signal which means it
cannot be connected directly to a regular mic pre-amp, so
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Condenser microphones usually contain a FET (or Valve) pre-amplifier usually powered by
phantom power from the mixing desk (which also provides the ‘bias voltage’).
Weaknesses – diaphragms used to be considered delicate but most modern condenser microphones
nowadays use metallised plastic diaphragms and these are generally pretty rugged.
Moisture, dirt and humidity will cause condenser microphones some difficulty, as this can cause
(electrical) leakage of the charge on the diaphragm leading to crackling sounds, or even complete
failure of the microphone.
Another common cause of major crackling from a condenser microphones are faulty leads or
connections – although I will cover this in more detail in ‘how to corrupt your cables’
Electret Condenser microphones ~
Ribbon microphones
A Ribbon microphone is a form of dynamic microphone, however unlike the dynamic microphones
we discussed earlier these are extremely delicate and are almost never used in PA systems so I am
tempted to end the discussion here.
Instead of a coil attached to a diaphragm (as with the Dynamic microphone) a ribbon microphone
effectively combines the two by using a very thin ribbon of (usually) foil suspended in a magnetic
field. As the ribbon moves in the magnetic field this generates a current, unfortunately the voltage
generated is not very high so this is fed through a transformer or pre-amplifier.
(~Diagram~)
Weaknesses? Well to get the best sound the ribbon needs to be very thin and very light which in
turn makes it very delicate and I have heard of ribbon microphones that were (reportedly) damaged
when the box they were in was closed quickly.
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How to harm your Hearing
Hopefully everyone here knows that extended periods of exposure to high sound pressure levels can
damage your hearing Permanently. Unfortunately maintaining a safe level for both you and your
audience is not always as simple as you might expect.

Safe exposure chart
Australian OH&S standard NOHSC: 1007(2000)*1 allows an LAeq,8h of 85 dB(A) (but does warn
that lower levels may present a small risk, or cause discomfort to some people) with no peaks levels
greater than 140dBC.
LAeq,8h is measurement of exposure to sound, it is the eight-hour equivalent continuous Aweighted sound pressure level (further detailed in Australian/New Zealand standard AS/NZS 1269)
a person has been exposed to.
For example if you are exposed to a level of 88dB(A) (twice the power of 85dB(A)) for four hours
and then nothing for the next four hours*2 you would have incurred exposure to an LAeq,8h of
85dB(A).
while this measurement is not available on most cheaper SPL meters, better ones should offer LAeq
measurements.
In essence the standard allows for continuous noise exposures of
85 dB(A) for up to eight Hours
88 dB(A) for up to four Hours
91 dB(A) for up to two Hours
94 dB(A) for up to 1 Hour
97 dB(A) for up to 30 minutes
100 dB(A) for up to 15 minutes
103 dB(A) for up to 7 minutes
106 dB(A) for up to three minutes
109 dB(A) for up to two minutes
Followed by exposure to silence for the remainder of the eight hours*2.
*1 As I said, this is the Australian OH&S standard, so if you are not in Australia I suggest you look
up your local regulations.
Strictly speaking this applies to employees, rather than members of the public, audiences etc.
however it is probably still a good idea to try to remain within these limits where possible and of
course as soon as you pay a Bartender, Usher, Engineer or Musician you have an employee.
*2 Nothing? Silence? How do you find somewhere with no noise?
The answer is, you can’t, but if the background level drops to say 50-65dB(A) (typical
conversational levels) this would be a power level below 100th of 85dB(A) making it insignificant in
comparison.
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In fact if I calculate the LAeq,8h of 88dB(A) for four hours followed by 65dB(A) for four hours
that gives me an LAeq,8h of 85.01 dB(A) with 0.01dBA being well within the margin of error for
typical measurement instruments anyway.

Earplugs
I am in two minds about the use of earplugs – If you have to wear earplugs while mixing, then this
is a likely indication that you are running the mix too hot, harming your audiences hearing so you
really should think about pulling it back somewhat. On the other hand if you are spending a lot of
time in a high SPL environment then you really do need to take care of your hearing.
There are a number of earplugs out there with different pros and cons.
Foam Earplugs
These are cheap (at the time of writing this, I can pick them up for about 20 pairs for $10 and larger
quantities as cheaply as 10 cents a pair), disposable and easy to use. To insert these in your ears you
start by rolling them between thumb and forefinger to make them thinner, then insert them in your
ear angling them up slightly and allow the foam to expand and block your ear canal.
While these earplugs can provide in excess of 20dB attenuation they will attenuate higher
frequencies much more effectively than lower frequencies making sound very muffled so while
they are good for simple hearing protection they are woefully inadequate for critical listening.
‘Hi-Fi’ Earplugs (non fitted)
One example of these is the Etymotic ER20 (these are the ones I use) and similar (I am sure there
are others out there, it is just that the ER20 is readily available where I live) these are significantly
more expensive (at the time of writing about $25-$30 a pair) than the foam earplugs and do not
provide the same level of protection with (for example) the ER20s being only (officially) rated at
10dB or so.
OK so why would you buy a pair? The reason is that unlike the foam earplugs these earplugs have a
flat frequency response…. Ok, maybe not flat, lets say rather ‘much flatter’. They actually work by
letting some of the higher frequency signals through, which is why they do not provide the same
level of protection as the foam earplugs.
To fit them you insert them in your ear –angling them up and then twist them back and forth
slightly until they seal your ear, after which point they should just sit comfortably in your ear canal.
These are not perfect and you do still get a slightly muffled sound through them, so while I still
would not encourage wearing them for critical listening you could get away with wearing them
while mixing.
Fitted Earplugs
These are the most expensive of the lot costing (at the time of writing) somewhere around $200 to
$300 and requiring a visit to an audiologist to get a mould of your ear canal (which is then sent
away to the manufacturer).
Since I have not used these I cannot comment from first hand experience but they are supposed to
be the best of the earplugs with a flatter frequency response then any of them and I have heard it
claimed that they can still be used for critical listening.
Advantages/disadvantages/use/insertion:
– sorry not having used them I cannot comment further – if anyone reading this wishes to contribute
please let me know.
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Inverse square law
In the discussion on proximity effect I briefly mentioned the inverse square law – at the time I did
not go into too much detail as I thought I would cover it in more depth here.
Lets start by looking at the traditional view of how sound disperses.
In this view we imagine sound as having a point source and radiating equally in all directions in a
sphere.
Remembering that energy is neither created nor destroyed (although it can change from and to
matter – but that is WELL beyond the scope of this discussion) an event occurs that creates a sound
wave – the total energy in this wave remains constant (er, yes, pending transmission losses through
the air where it is converted to heat, but lets keep it simple for the moment) as the wave travels
away from the point where it was created, but as the wave spreads out it covers more and more area.
Using the traditional view for the moment we can calculate the area the wave covers using the
formula for calculating the surface area of a sphere - 4π r2 where r is the radius from the centre to
the surface of the sphere.
So at one metre from its source the wave covers an area of 12.56 m2 however at two metres the
wave now covers 50.27 m2 and at four metres 201.1 m2.
If we bear in mind that the energy (in this perfect world) in the wave remains constant, then this
means that each time the distance from our source doubles, that fixed amount of energy covers four
times the area or to look at it another way spreads out to a quarter the energy density.
OK, if you followed all that good-onya!* If you missed it, let me work through it like this:
Assuming everyone in this room, er, reading this, has a fixed eardrum size then each time we
double our distance from the sound source, the amount of sound energy which hits our eardrum
decreases to a quarter of what it was.
So why the ‘inverse square law’?
Well another way of expressing this is:
As your distance increases from the source the energy
hitting a fixed size diaphragm (i.e. your ear drum) drops
by the inverse of the square of the distance, or 1/d2
(where d is the distance).
Now sounds in the real world (and from speakers in
particular) do not usually radiate in a perfect sphere,
however if you take any segment of a sphere the same
rule applies – each time you double your distance from the source (i.e. the radius) the acoustic wave
spreads out to cover four times the area.
Of course the ‘Traditional view’ depicts a speaker as a point source and it is not – a 15” driver for
example has a radiating surface 380mm in diameter, however as it turns out, sound can usually be
modelled (or thought of) as coming from a point source somewhere behind the driver.
Another thing folk may pick up on is when I emphasised that energy is neither created nor
destroyed – what happens when sound hits a wall or gets soaked up by curtains? Doesn’t it get
destroyed then?
Not quite, when a sound wave hits the surface of a solid object (or liquid or other gas) one of, or
more normally a combination of, three things happen:
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1) the sound gets reflected off the surface and heads off in a different direction.
2) the sound gets absorbed by the object, when this occurs the sound energy (kinetic energy) is
converted to another form of energy (usually heat). Since the amounts of energy in sound waves are
surprisingly small this increase in temperature is not readily detectable.
3) The object conducts the sound, ultimately transferring the energy to either liquids, gases or other
solid objects the object may be in contact with.

Acoustic treatment
I have been asked on occasion what equipment to purchase in order to Equalise a room – this seems
to be in the belief that there is a black box out there somewhere, that with the right twiddling can
magically deal with all sorts of abysmal acoustics and echoes in the most appalling of venues.
There is one machine that can effectively re-equalise a room and while not the Industry standard
“D9 EQ”*, here is a picture of a similar one made by a different manufacturer, hard at work reequalising a House.

A house being Equalised

Unfortunately acoustic design and setting up speakers to deal with poor acoustics does require a
great deal of expertise as there are a lot of variables when it comes to acoustic treatment. This
makes a full discussion well outside the scope of this document and often requiring professional
advice, but let me just throw a few ideas at you.
Reflection
Reflection causes echo or reverberation and this is what usually causes the most nightmares for any
PA operator.
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Reflection happens when a sound wave hits a hard unyielding surface. A flat surface will cause the
sound to reflect more evenly whereas an uneven surface will reflect the sound in all directions and
may actually help break the reflections up enough so that they are less of a problem, concave curved
surfaces can act to focus sound in a certain area and convex surfaces can act similarly to an uneven
surface and break the sound up.
Reflective materials include (but are not limited to) Concrete, Glass, Parquetry and Stone.
Basically the harder the material the more reflective it is.
Reverberation time is measured in Seconds as RT60 – this is basically a measurement of the time
taken for a sound to drop to 60dB below its initial intensity.
While as PA operators we tend to think of reflection as the enemy, surprisingly it is not always a
bad thing, for example:
Cathedrals were deliberately designed to have reflective surfaces which actually enhanced the style
of music and even acted as a form of sound reinforcement.
Balmain town hall (I have mentioned this anecdote in my notes on acoustic space) is a large
concrete dome with an RT60 of somewhere in the order of a day and a half (Ok, maybe a slight
exaggeration here.) one of the acts in a show I was doing there was a lady singing and playing a 12
string guitar and with minimal/almost no effort on my part using only the natural reverberation from
the hall she sounded absolutely superb.
The problem with reverberation is that it increases the duration of a sound (by repeating it) so as
long as the sound is relatively simple (i.e. just vocals and guitar – plucked not strummed) then
reverberation can be a good thing, helping fill out and even adding its own character to the sound.
However it becomes a problem when the original sound is more complex and in the example given
above at Balmain town hall the main act was a Bush band (i.e. Violin, Banjo, tin whistle, Lagerphone, Guitar etc.) and while the musicians could (and did) play in time the same reverberation that
had been helping before now tended to mush all the sound together with far from acceptable results.
Of course with an Electronic sound reinforcement system under our control we would much rather
the venue gave us the room to select what and how much reverb to add.
Absorption
Absorption is where the sound is absorbed, or soaked up by features in the venue.
With a modern PA system in use this is generally more of a benefit than a problem however
excessive Absorption can make a venue sound unnaturally quiet.
Absorption occurs when sound hits a soft yielding material, the heavier the material the more sound
it absorbs and higher frequencies tend to be more readily absorbed than lower frequencies.
Personally I find Heavy curtains tend to be an Aesthetic, easy and (relatively) cost effective form of
Acoustic treatment as good heavy felt curtains can be very effective in soaking up sound – although
bear in mind that such curtains may need to be fireproof and inexpensive here is a relative term.
Transmission
Transmission is when sound is carried through solid objects – this is usually well beyond the
control of any PA operator.
To reduce Transmission of sound two techniques are employed Damping and Isolation.
The idea behind damping is that a heavier object takes more energy to move, so the heavier an
object the less it vibrates.
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Isolation – as the name suggests is about isolating the object from its surroundings often using
flexible or softer materials which will tend to absorb rather than transfer sound
For example Studios are often constructed inside buildings as an independent or floating room
mounted on shock absorbers or springs, also noisy compressors or motors also are often weighted
down and mounted on shock absorbers.
The picture on the left is of a front loading washing
machine showing the concrete block (used for damping)
mounted on the drum assembly, while it is not clear in
this picture there is also a concrete ring mounted at the
front of the drum (bottom of this picture) the whole
drum assembly then sits on several shock absorbers (not
shown in this picture) to provide isolation.
Lower frequencies tend to be carried through solid
objects much more readily than higher frequencies and
are harder to damp out, so rumble from Trains and
trucks can be very difficult to deal with.
* Aussie/Kiwi slang – loosely translates to Good on you – you have done well following my
convoluted meanderings….

Speakers and acoustic dispersion
The inverse square law presents us with a few problems when setting up an ideal sound system for a
larger venue because in a perfect world we want to get the sound to the back of the venue at a
comfortable level without deafening the folk near the front.
Consider the following system a traditional setup with a speaker each side of the stage.

Note that the following illustrations are intended to show the basic concepts involved, they do not
show reflections etc. also they suggest perfect ‘point source’ speakers and may not take into account
the directional nature of the speakers involved.

The problem here, is that the sound pressure level across the venue varies by as much as 18dB with
levels in excess of 114dB(A) near the stage down to 96dB(A) at the mix position.
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Unfortunately we cannot just choose to ignore the laws of physics and wish this problem away,
however if we have the time and resources (not always available to smaller portable systems) there
are several things you can do to work around this problem.
Delay speakers
Probably the simplest work around is to use Delay speakers

As the picture shows this is where another set of speakers are set up half way up the venue this
reduces the variation to 12dB – still not fantastic but an improvement.
The signal to these speakers is delayed by an appropriate amount (and most modern delay units can
be configured on metres and feet, as well as milliseconds – with the smarter ones having
temperature sensors that even allow them to compensate for temperature variations).
Of course in even larger venues this setup can be repeated as needed with one or two more sets of
delay speakers (also often referred to as ‘Delay stacks’).
Note that as humans are not as troubled by high SPL at lower frequencies as they are by louder
higher frequencies, delay stacks do not always include sub woofers – except in the case of bigger
systems.
Also worth noting is that delay speakers are often set up so that they are slightly behind the sound
from the main speakers – this gives the impression that the sound is coming from the front rather
than the delay speakers (see Haas effect).
Advantages:
•

Fairly easy to set up – minimal extra skills required (i.e. no rigging/flying required)

•

Can be used to fill out odd shaped venues (by pointing speakers into the rear corners etc.).

Disadvantages:
•

More equipment required (i.e. more speakers, cabling, amplifiers and a delay unit required).

•

Cabling run through the audience to the Delay speakers can easily be a trip hazard.

•

Heavy speakers on stands distributed amongst the audience can also be a potential hazard –
especially if the ground is uneven or not level.
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•

Minimal improvement – in the example given there is still 12dB variation (an improvement
of only 6dB), of course more delay stacks will improve matters further but delay speakers
often need to be run at a lower level than the main system as they are much closer to the
audience which again decreases coverage.

Flown speakers
The Logic behind flying speakers is fairly simple – If you raise the speakers off the ground you get
a couple of benefits. Firstly the sound doesn’t get obstructed by objects/people on the ground.
Secondly by raising the speakers up higher you increase the distance from the audience which in
turn provides more even coverage of the sound across the audience.

In the example above the difference in SPL between the mix position and the front of the stage is
between 6 and 9dB – a significant improvement over 18dB.
The flown system in this illustration shows a 2:1 ratio between length of the venue and the height of
the speakers and it could be inferred from this, that this is the optimum ratio for a flown speaker
however a real speaker system will be more directional than the one shown here and ironically this
means that the SPL from the speaker may actually be lower at the front of the front of the venue
than at the mix position and centre fill speakers may be required to fill in this gap.
Advantages:
•

Significantly more even coverage of the audience.

Disadvantages:
•

PLEASE NOTE: The biggest disadvantage, is that the speakers need to be flown and doing
this safely is NOT a job for amateurs as it requires careful engineering, use of properly rated
components and proper installation – a 50Kg box falling from a height is no laughing matter
and in many countries if you installed it, especially if you were not qualified to do so then
you would be personally liable for any injuries or fatalities caused.

•

The cabling etc. to a flown array is going to be more complex.

•

Your venue needs to be high enough to fit in a flown speaker system. The diagram above
shows a height (of the speaker above the floor) to distance (from the front to the rear of the
venue) ratio of about 1:2. This arrangement can still work in lower venues as well, however
it you would not give as good a result with a 1:3 Ratio (for example) which would give
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closer to 12dB variation - however in reality a more directional speaker system will provide
better results even at 1:3.
•

More power is required. Well it is and isn’t really, the sound has to travel further and losses
through the air are fairly minimal but as the sound spreads out more its intensity decreases,
so in reality (with the exception of any sound that travels outside the audience) you are
really just making better use of the power you have.

Speaker array
Yes that’s right more speakers can result in lower levels….
When you think it through, this idea is actually very simple.
An array of speakers working together
effectively becomes a segment of a circle –
this creates a larger wave front which will
disperse as though it came from a point
source well behind the array the classic
example of this is the ‘Line array’.
Of course for this to work, the signal from all
of the speakers needs to be exactly in phase
at all frequencies with no gaps between the
speakers (which is not always the case) so in
reality the result may be less than perfect, but
generally arrays still provide very good results.
Speakers designed for arraying are often horn loaded (to provide more carefully controlled
dispersion) and a good example of these are 'Line arrays'
Advantages:
•

More even coverage of a large (especially a wide) area – of course if you combine this with
a flown system you get further improvements.

Disadvantages:
•

Lots more speakers and amplifiers needed,

•

Speakers need to be able to array together to work properly as a single source.

•

As a large array takes up a lot of room, they are usually flown and of course this means you
have all the problems of a flown system as well.

Smaller systems and sound off stage
It’s a problem almost as old as sound reinforcement itself – the sound from the stage being audible
off stage even to the point of interfering with the mix in the venue.
While this is often unavoidable there are some things you can do to reduce this problem.
Lets look at the three most common sources of stage noise:
Drums
High-hats Cymbals and Snare drum cause wideband sounds that will easily blot out other
instruments, this in turn will often cause the other musicians to turn up their amplifiers or request
more foldback. This is often exacerbated by placing the drummer at the rear of the stage – often
directly in front of a hard wall that reflects the sound from the drums back into stage and audience.
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The Diagram to the left illustrates the
reflected sound problem and if this diagram
looks chaotic that is because the reality is
chaotic.
In dealing with Drum noise you have several
options:
Behaviour: Drummers can take some
measures by using lighter sticks or rods (e.g.
Hot rods) and reducing use of the high hats
and cymbals. Unfortunately this is not
always a practical solution as lighter sticks
do feel and sound different and cymbals and
high-hats are an integral part of the music.
Containment: Drum shields are available
which effectively place the Drummer in a
Perspex booth. While these can be very
effective in controlling Drum noise they do
isolate the Drummer from the rest of the band
making playing together and communication
more challenging.
Absorption: use of non-reflective surfaces
around the Drummer (in an ideal world,
around the entire stage) such as heavy felt
Curtains (note Fire ratings and flammability
requirements) can be very effective in
controlling and soaking up Drum noise. As
the picture illustrates if this drummer has an
absorbent surface behind and underneath him
then this would help by absorbing rather than
reflecting the sound.
Backline/Instrument amplifiers
Instrument or Backline amplifiers can quickly cause problems if allowed to get out of control. As an
extreme example of this I read an article some years ago about an AC/DC concert in which it was
claimed that the Backline was hitting 110dB(A) at the mix position before the main PA was even
turned on!
While it would be easy for the sound operator to simply keep asking the musicians to turn their
amplifiers down, they do need to hear what they are playing and it is generally more productive if
we can take the time to understand why they need to turn up so loud and correct those issues.
Probably the most common mistake with backline amplifiers is to sit the speaker on the floor and
stand over it, the musician cannot hear the sound directly from their amplifier and will turn it up
until he/she can hear it comfortably.
Now while this might work fine if we had ears on our knees, it usually means that by the time they
can hear themselves comfortably, everyone else can hear them very loudly.
A better idea is for the musician to place their amplifier on something to bring it up closer to ear
level.
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This now means that the musician can hear the sound directly from the amplifier and should not
need to turn it up as loudly.
The catch with this idea is, that lifting the amplifier higher will also give it wider coverage making
it more of a problem for other musicians.
Probably the best solution is to tilt the amplifier back so it points up, this allows the musician to
hear direct sound while providing minimal impact on anyone else.
Of course this requires a stand of some sort to allow the amplifier to be tilted back, and there are a
number of stands available that do this.

Useless Monitoring

Much better Monitoring

Best monitoring

Foldback
Sometimes it seems that no sooner do you turn up one instrument (or voice) in foldback than you
have a clamour of “ turn me up”, “turn me up” from everyone else as well, I mean lets face it,
running foldback can require the forbearance of Job and the wisdom of Solomon.
First point to make is, that if things are getting out of control it is often a good idea to go on stage
and listen to what is happening for yourself.
Maybe the lead guitarist has his new Mega-grunge-filth-overdrive-distortion pedal set to 13 and his
amplifier pointing in the wrong direction (see above).
Maybe a foldback wedge wasn’t plugged in properly and now nothing’s coming out of it.
Or maybe you have inadvertently sent the Drum overhead channel into the vocal foldback send
(don’t laugh - this has happened to me) and now all anyone can hear is cymbals, high hats and
snare.
Do not presume that musicians will be savvy enough to know when something else is too loud –
often all they are aware of, is the fact that they cannot hear themselves or what they need.
Also it is often a good idea to zero all the foldback sends on the desk and start the foldback mix
from scratch each time you soundcheck and nowadays I have a policy of not sending anything to
foldback unless someone has specifically asked for it.
Finally a few thoughts on Foldback speakers (I know, there is plenty of scope here and as always I
could go on for pages....)
I have noticed that many compact powered speakers allow for them to be tilted for use as foldback
speakers – I have found though that these though have two problems:
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firstly the built in tilt is typically 45º against 30º for more traditional foldback speakers, this means
that the wedge needs to be located further forward of the performer, turned up slightly louder and of
course more volume on stage is usually not a good thing especially when the speaker points lower.
Secondly and I have to admit that this may be more a personal thing, as I have asked other
performers and they often don't seem to notice (or maybe they are used to it?)

The speakers end up with the drivers horizontally aligned (i.e. with the tweeter next to the woofer) ,
this annoys me as I end up hearing more high frequencies in one ear than the other – and to make
things worse this changes noticeably when you turn your head, or move around.
So the obvious question is – why doesn't this occur during normal usage? Most of the folk listening
to Front of House speakers are located a distance from the speaker this gives the high and low
signals more room to overlap and blend together.
A Foldback speaker on the other hand is located close to the listener giving the highs and lows less
room to overlap.
Also this effect is less noticeable with vertically aligned speakers, as while it may still happen both
your ears hear the same sound and it is mainly the difference between what my left ear and right ear
are hearing that makes the effect so obvious to me.
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How to corrupt your Cables
The trouble with the Tradies twist.
Round the elbow or - I like to wrap my cables tightly (even if they don’t)
Surely we have all seen them – the tradesman’s extension leads which when uncoiled don’t sit flat
on the ground but instead look like a stretched out spring. Now these are seriously abused cables
(and I do mean abused! talk to the average tradie about the normal life span of these cables and it is
not unusual to hear disparaging comments to the effect that they are lucky to last 12 months) and
they are an excellent example of how NOT to look after a cable.
The Tradies’ twist starts something like this: hold one end of the cable in your right hand, bend your
arm at a right angle and wrap the cable tightly around your elbow and hand. When about a metre or
so from the end take the coil off your arm, bundle up and wrap the last metre or so of cable tightly
around the middle of the bundle and tie off the end….
Can anyone else spot what is wrong with this method? no, hang on let me rephrase that, can anyone
spot anything right about that method?….
There are several issues with this method of coiling a cable and Tradies only get away with it at all
because they are usually dealing with mains cable which is at least fairly rugged – try the same
thing with a microphone cable or a multi core and it would fail very quickly.
First mistake: pulling the cable tight – this stretches the cable and can potentially have a number of
consequences
1) the terminations at the ends of the cable become weakened and will fail.
2) the wire becomes stressed, weakened and may break.
3) if the cable has become warm (i.e. sitting in the sun etc.) the insulation may soften slightly – not
a problem normally but when the cable is pulled tight and the wires cross over each other (in most
cables the wires are twisted together) they may pull through the insulation leading to a short circuit.
Second mistake: forcing the cable into shape. Again this has a couple of consequences.
1) It stresses the terminations at the ends of the cable causing them to become weakened and fail.
2) It increases the likelihood of metal fatigue and broken wires internally.
3) This causes the cable to kink so it does not lie flat, as well as looking ugly this makes the cable
significantly more of a serious trip hazard.

Bungling the back-wind ~ +P
So how to do it correctly? Well there are two approaches here and while the first does have some
merit the second
1) Roll the cable: This is where the cable is simply
rolled up into a neat coil, the disadvantages of this
approach are that the cable is prone to twisting if
rolled directly into a coil (potentially weakening the
cable) and if the cable is pulled out of the coil rather
than being unwound it will come out of the coil
twisted and may not lay flat on the floor.
2) Back wind the cable: aka under/over This is
where the cable is formed into a loop with every
second loop folded over (see pictures) – what you
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are effectively doing with this method is
winding the cable in one direction for one
loop then coiling the next loop in the
opposite direction – while this is more fiddly
the advantage is that each subsequent loop
cancels out the one before it which means the
cable can be pulled straight off the coil and
will lie flat on the floor.
So how do you back wind?
1) grab the connector at one end of the cable
Cross section of neatly coiled cable, getting warm
in one hand (I am right handed and use my
right hand for this) and hold it so that the connector points away from you with the cable towards
your body.
2) grab the cable with the thumb and fingers of your free (other) hand and form it into a loop over
your hand (feel how the cable twists - you may need to roll it between thumb and fingers until it
falls straight).
3) Face the palm of your free hand away from your body and grab a length of the cable between
thumb and fingers – this time fold the loop of cable over itself as you place it over your other hand
~~~~ Pictures ~~~~

Back winding does take a bit of practise until you get the hang of it and the only real problem with
back-winding is that if you pull the end of the cable through the coil (i.e. if you grab one end and
unwind it from the wrong side of the coil) then it will tie itself into a series of knots.- for this reason
I strongly suggest that you strap the coil tightly using Velcro cable-ties after you have coiled them
and ensure that it is clear which side of the coil the connectors should be on

Why extension leads should be uncoiled before use
This is one of those things that has accumulated its own strange mythology, you don’t go far
without hearing it claimed that extension leads need to be completely uncoiled before use, because
Inductance will cause it to overheat and melt (a claim I have heard many times).
While it is true that you should uncoil extension leads (particularly if they are to be used to supply a
heavy load) the reason is much simpler than blaming mysterious inductance.
The problem with this theory is, that inductance depends on the magnetic field around a current
carrying wire, now if an extension lead was a single wire I might accept this theory but an extension
lead contains both an ‘Active’ (think of it as supplying current to the load) and a Neutral (or return
– think of this as returning the current from the load) the current on these wires is both equal and
flowing in opposite directions so the magnetic fields from these wires largely cancel each other out.
The reason coiled up cables overheat is actually much more mundane.
When a wire carries current it heats up, the more current, the warmer the cable gets, the formula for
calculating how warm a cable gets is P=I2R where P is power (which in this case is heat), I is the
current flowing in the cable and R is the resistance of the cable.
So if you halve the resistance of the cable you halve the heat, however if you double the current in
the cable you quadruple the heat, but wait! You can make it worse!
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when a cable is completely uncoiled the heat radiates into to the air around it cooling the cable.
However if you leave the cable in a nice neat coil the outer layers of cable insulate the inner layers
allowing heat to build up. In extreme cases the cable can heat up to the point where the insulation
softens or melts which in turn can cause the cable to short circuit, drawing more current and this
could lead to, a merry little blaze!
While we are discussing cables it is probably a good idea to cover the questions of what makes up a
good cable I touched on the first one earlier, obviously the lower the resistance of the cable the less
heating, also the lower the resistance the less voltage drop across the cable.
The problem is, in order to get lower resistance you need more copper – half the resistance needs
twice the copper, more copper costs more (and of course more copper weighs more) and also the
thicker the copper the less flexible the cable. Better cables are made with more strands of thinner
wire, which makes them more flexible and less prone to fatigue but using more copper and drawing
out thinner strands costs more, often much more.
Cheaper cables are made of fewer but thicker strands, while really cheap cables use fewer strands of
thin wire making them very delicate.
Often cable is described as 'install cable' this cable is made of fewer but thicker strands, on the
grounds that this is less expensive to make and flexibility is not usually a pre-requisite for install
cable.

Jacks used as speaker connectors
While the jack connector is still used on instrument amplifiers and cheap speakers today, I consider
the Jack connector to be the worst possible choice for a speaker connector – Particularly for higher
power systems.
1) They are potentially dangerous.
When a Jack is unplugged both terminals are exposed and if used with an amplifier capable
of 625 watts (into eight ohms) there can be over 100V on the contacts and anyone touching
this could get a nasty shock.
In addition these exposed contacts are also a potential fire hazard.
2) The amplifier can be short circuited while being plugged in
the socket of a typical jack connector short circuits the jack whilst it is being plugged in.
and this could cause damage to the amplifier.

3) They have a small contact area
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I am afraid I struggle to understand why any manufacturer would consider using jack connectors for
speakers – the only thing they have going for them in this regard is that they are (relatively) cheap,
but it is pretty safe to say that anyone using them is making a product down to a price rather than up
to an acceptable standard.

Soldering cables ~ +P
A common mistake made when soldering, is thinking that a soldering iron tip is used to bring solder
to the joint, this is not correct the only purpose of a soldering iron tip is to bring heat to the joint.
The tip is wetted with solder only in order to bridge the gap and help conduct heat to the joint.
Solder is usually pushed in to the join from the opposite side of the lead to the soldering iron tip
Before soldering connectors it is a good idea to ensure that the wire and connector are 'tinned' this is
where a layer of solder is applied to the connector and the wire. This has two benefits, firstly it
ensures that Solder is already bonded to the wire and connector decreasing the likelihood of dry
joints, secondly as the layer of solder melts readily it will help conduct heat from the soldering iron
into the joint so that the new solder will melt quickly and easily.
1) Tin the connectors
2) Strip and tin the wire
3) Apply heat to the connector
4) Push Solder into the junction between the connector and the wire
5) Allow solder to flow between the connector and wire
6) Remove heat and solder and allow to cool
when soldering it is a good idea to follow the three second rule: 1 apply heat to joint, 2 apply solder
to joint, 3 allow solder to flow, 4 remove heat and solder (yes I know that was 4 steps, but heat was
applied for roughly 3 seconds hence 'three second rule')
Cable clamp ~
Solder – tinning ~
3 second rule ~
~~~ Pictures ~~~
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How to trip the talent
Cables, any PA system will have plenty of cables running around the stage to microphones,
foldback wedges, Direct inject boxes etc. It is very easy to end up with end up with a tangled mess:

Most of this is really common sense and you just need to give a bit of thought and planning to
where and how you run cables.
Think about what cables need to be run where and plan their routes to avoid traffic areas
If possible run them around the edge of the stage.
Think about where the stage boxes for your multi-cores end up. When running bigger systems I
prefer to run two or more smaller multi-cores instead of one bigger one, as this gives me a stage box
either side of the stage (or even one at the rear of the stage as well) which helps reduce cabling and
also allows me to run separate amplifiers (for foldback and/or FOH if required) either side of the
stage.
Keep performance areas clear of cables and if this means they take a longer route around the edge
of the stage so be it.
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Think about the route cables take, do they cross any door ways? Can they be taped over the door
frame, or do you need to tape a mat down over them or use cable traps?
For the budget conscious, carrying pieces of mat for taping over cable runs across doorways etc. can
be a very cost effective way of covering a trip hazard.
Surprisingly, steps can be a friend when running cables, as you can run cables along the back of the
step where people do not normally tread – as in the pictures below

Cable highway run along a step

Run cables together in a cable ‘highway’ (as in the picture above right) this is where cables are run
together and next to each other. This not only looks neat, but by keeping the cables together you
minimise the trip hazard and make it easier to tape down the cables.
Finally untwist your cables as you uncoil them rolling them between thumb and finger so as you run
them they sit flat on the floor, a cable that has been carelessly unrolled will not sit flat on the floor
but instead will loop off the floor in waves, waiting to catch an unwary foot.
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How to hatch a Hum
Hum, Buzz what is the difference?
While many people use the two terms interchangeably I distinguish between a hum which is a deep
low frequency hmmmmm with spectral content mostly below 200Hz (mostly 50 with some 100Hz
in Australia which would translate to 60 and 120Hz in the US) where a buzz is more a bzzzzzz
sound and has a much higher spectral content often extending into hundreds of Hz or more.

Electrical safety WARNING
Before I get further into this Discussion I do need to grab your attention to briefly discuss an
incredibly dangerous practise, that is far too common in the production industry and one that I have
even seen suggested in some books.
This is the practise of disconnecting or breaking off Earth pins on power connectors or the use of
“Earth lift” or “Earth cheat” adaptors.
Now let me make this point very, very clear:

The disconnecting of the earth (ground) connection in any power lead or the
disconnecting of the power earth in any way, is extremely dangerous and can be
fatal.
Earth connections in audio equipment serve three purposes:
1) To short circuit any hazardous voltage to ground in the event of a dangerous fault
developing in the equipment – hopefully blowing a fuse or circuit breaker in the process.
2) To provide a common reference point for signals in a system.
3) The third is actually a combination of the first two and this is to provide a ground path for
any interference picked up by any shielding etc. So that interference (RF, Static etc.) is
shunted to earth without causing any further trouble.
OK then, I can hear you asking, how come some equipment has a mains earth pin and other
equipment does not? Doesn't this mean that the Earth pin is not necessary?
From an Electrical safety point of view Electrical equipment falls into one of two categories:
Double Insulated



Double insulated equipment – usually carries the double insulated symbol “ ”this is equipment
designed so that adequate clearances and insulating barriers exist between mains wiring and any
exposed metal work or lower voltage circuitry which may be connected to external connectors. Also
components are chosen which offer a higher degree of isolation for example power Transformers
will usually have twin bobbins to keep the Primary and Secondary windings isolated.
Earthed (Grounded)
Earthed equipment is built so all/any exposed metal work is connected to mains earth, internal
insulation clearances may not be as carefully maintained as in double insulated equipment and
components may be used that provide advantages other than electrical isolation, for example
Toroidal power transformers have a very low radiated electromagnetic field, but because the
primary and secondary windings are wound directly over each other with merely thin plastic tape
between, they would not provide sufficient isolation for use in double insulated equipment.
This means that in the event of a fault the electronics inside and any exposed metal work such as
connectors, could become live were it not for the protective earth connected to the metalwork and
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electronics.
If the earth wire is disconnected, then while everything may appear fine, if a fault develops then the
first you may know of it is when someone receives an electric shock or a fire starts.

Balanced, Unbalanced or merely strange?
OK maybe not the strange bit – I just threw that in to make the title sound more interesting but
balanced and unbalanced?
Unbalanced
This is the easiest to understand, the cable simply
carries signal and ground, the ground is usually
attached to or carried by a shield which surrounds
the signal wire (a Caution here: cheaper cables
often have minimal shielding with some of the
cheapest cables having no shielding at all and the
only way you can tell this would be by stripping
the cable).
As the name suggests the shield is there to shield
the wire from interference.
Unfortunately there are limitations to how effective the shield is and the lower the frequency
interference you wish to shield against the thicker the shield needs to be, Fortunately the lower the
frequency the less effectively shorter cables pick up interference, however at low signal levels (e.g.
microphone level) it does not take much interference to be audible.
This really limits the use of unbalanced cabling to higher level signals such as line level and shorter
runs (generally in excess of three meters should be avoided).
Balanced
Balanced cabling consists of two signal
wires – one commonly called 'in phase' and
the other 'out of phase' (these names can be
a tad misleading and I only use them here
as this reflects common usage) these are
usually (in Audio circuitry) surrounded by
a shield. As before the shield is there to stop the signal wires picking up electrical interference, but
why are there two signal wires?
I could go on about in-phase and inverted signals etc. but I think the easiest way to understand how
balanced cabling and circuitry 'rejects' interference is like this:
Think of the 'in phase' circuit as carrying the desired signal while 'out of phase' (for the sake of this
explanation) carries no signal*.
As both conductors are twisted together, any interference or noise picked up by the 'in phase' circuit
will also be picked up*1 by the 'out of phase' circuit.
The receiving electronics, takes the difference of the two signals (i.e. it subtracts the out of phase
signal from the in phase signal) and since the interference is common to both circuits this 'rejects' or
cancels out the interference.
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Minus
'In phase' (Signal + Interference)

'Out of Phase' (Interference only)

Equals:

Desired Signal

And CMRR is?
A term you may hear bandied about is 'CMRR' or 'Common Mode Rejection Ratio'. A common
mode signal is one that is common to multiple circuits, in the case we are discussing here common
mode is the common to both the 'in phase' and 'out of phase' circuits.
Rejection Ratio is the ability of the circuitry to reject an unwanted signal (usually measured as a
ratio of power, in dB) in this case is the Common mode signal hence the term CMRR.
One point to note here is that the CMRR in a circuit is often frequency dependant and may decrease
as frequency increases, so while circuitry may provide a high CMRR at 50/60 Hz the same circuitry
may provide less rejection of higher order harmonics such as those generated by dimmers.

E=IR or looping and noise
Earth (or Ground) loops are one of those things that have been with PA Systems since day one and
while the cause is fairly straightforward they can still be a bit of fun to track down and resolve.
I know I have already said this, but as this is an extremely important point to make, let me repeat
the earlier warning:

The disconnecting of the earth (ground) connection in any power lead or the
disconnection of the power earth in any way, is extremely dangerous, can be
fatal and should never, ever be considered.
Consider the following typical set up (where I have highlighted the earth wires in green)
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I have made the loop in this illustration about as bad as it could get, with the mix position, the
amplifier rack and stage power all running from separate circuits off the switchboard (but more on
that shortly) and I have made the loop as big as possible by running the multicore down the other
side of the room to the power cable.
Also note this picture shows Australian power points :
So what is the problem here?
The problem is caused by the magnetic fields surrounding us, such as those from AC mains wiring.
If you remember back to high school
physics, a changing magnetic field will
induce current flow in a wire loop.
Now the operative word here is loop – if the
wire is not in a loop (ignoring eddy currents
and other finer details, which while
interesting are outside the scope of this
article) then no current can flow and we do
not have a problem, If however a loop
exists, current will flow around the loop.
If we go back to the picture above and
follow the green lines around the diagram
we find that there are actually two loops (not unusual in a system of this sort) one goes from the
main switchboard through the instrument amplifier, back to the mixing desk and down to the main
switchboard again.
The other loop starts at the main switchboard up to the power amplifiers down the return lines,
through the graphic equalisers, to the mixing desk and from there back to the switchboard.
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Now the resistance in different parts of the loop will vary, so for example the mains wiring (in
Australia) will usually be 2.5mm2 or greater cross section copper, whereas the shielded signal
cabling will usually be much lighter wiring with a much higher resistance.
The reason this is a problem is that while the (noise) current around the loop is constant, when we
use ohms law: E=I×R or Voltage = Current × Resistance, then we find that the noise voltage is
worse across higher resistance sections of the circuit and as these are usually low level signal
cables this means we end up with the worst noise right where we want it least.
As the resistance of the earth is the problem, then decreasing the resistance of the earth wire for the
signal cable would work – unfortunately this would also usually make the cable stiff, heavy and
expensive. However this is the approach taken inside well designed equipment however where 'pin
1'*2 on input and output connectors is usually connected to a heavy earth plane and it is not
unknown for mixing desks to have a heavy copper earth bus running the length of the console.
If we break the earth loop, this would stop the current flow but will also mean that the noise voltage
will be at it's maximum across the break. So the break needs to be where it will not cause trouble
which is where the incredibly dangerous practise of lifting mains earth connections has come from
(and do I need to repeat? – DO NOT DO THIS EVER!!!).
So if we cannot break the mains earth then where can we break the loop?
In the example above the instrument amplifier connects to the PA system via a DI box – most (if
not all) DI boxes have an earth lift switch which breaks Earth continuity between the circuitry at its
unbalanced input and the circuitry at its (balanced) output while the DI itself is (or should be)
carefully designed to reject any noise at this point.
The Power amplifiers have balanced inputs and as discussed earlier the balanced input does not use
earth (except for shielding) using instead the difference between the in phase and out of phase
circuits and it is not unusual for power amplifiers to have earth lift switches on their inputs or even
for graphic equalisers to have earth lift switches. In most circumstances lifting the earth using either
the switch on the amplifier or the switch on the graphic equaliser will be adequate to break the
earth loop without causing any additional problems.
Failing that you may get away with connecting the amplifiers using cables with the earth lifted –
note though that this ONLY works with balanced cables and as an unbalanced cable uses the earth
leg as a reference lifting the shield on an unbalanced cable will only make the problem a lot worse.
If merely breaking the earth connection does not improve matters or only makes matters worse then
you may find the only option left to you is to break the earth loop with an audio coupling
transformer (also commonly called an isolating transformer) and in my portable system I regularly
use coupling transformers between my drive/EQ rack and the power amplifiers.
OK we may need to just swiftly run through a few things about coupling (or isolation) Transformers
before we continue.
Unfortunately good audio transformers do not come cheap and many of the sorry tales I hear from
folk who tried using a transformer once with such dreadful results they have refused to use them
since, has been due to the use of cheap or inappropriate transformers.
First a good line or microphone level transformer will be contained in mu-metal can. Cheaper
unshielded transformers will pick up hum and noise from power circuitry and power transformers
nearby, similarly cheaper Passive DI boxes will often use unshielded Transformers internally
instead depending on their case for shielding which is usually Aluminium and does not do as good a
job as a mu-metal shield.
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Secondly cheaper Transformers may have very poor low frequency performance with cores that are
easily driven into saturation at lower frequencies, resulting in distortion.
I use Transformers made locally by a mob in Australia called Harbuch, but these are not likely to be
readily available overseas, so I can also strongly recommend Jenson Transformers.
The other trick to reducing Earth loop hum is to keep the loop as small as possible – the current
flow in the loop is proportional to the gradient of the magnetic field across the loop so if you keep
the loop small by keeping all the cables together then this will minimise the current flowing in the
loop. This is where the idea of powering the PA system from a single power point comes from and
if we revisit the earlier example:

If we power everything from one circuit using an extension lead between the stage and the mixing
desk, while it may seem counter intuitive, the extension lead follows the same path as the multicore.
Some folk do get a bit concerned about this, as they are worried about the field from the current in
the extension lead being picked up by the multicore. But while I would not be running any dimmed
lights off that extension lead, the wires in most extension leads are wrapped in a spiral which
though not twisted as well as the wires in a microphone cable, means the magnetic field from the
active wire is largely cancelled by the field from the neutral.
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* A common misunderstanding is that the 'out of phase' conductor always carries an equal but
opposite signal to the 'in phase' conductor.
Since (as shown above) it is not necessary for the 'out of phase' conductor to be driven in order for
noise cancellation to be effective, many manufacturers may choose to only drive the 'in phase'
circuit – this has the benefit of making the circuitry slightly cheaper, or in the case of phantom
powered equipment (such as condenser microphones) where power is limited it decreases the power
required by the circuitry. This is often referred to as 'pseudo balanced' or 'impedance balanced'
*1 In order for the (interference induced) noise to be the same on both signal wires several
conditions need to be met:
Firstly both inner conductors need to be exposed to the same interference and
the best way to achieve this would be for be for both conductors to occupy
exactly the same space.
Unfortunately this is impossible, however twisting the two wires together as
shown in the picture to the left has pretty much the same effect – as the wires
continually swap places and the length of the twist is much shorter then the
wavelength of the electromagnetic field causing the interference, both
conductors are exposed to the same fields so they both pick up the same noise.
A more effective alternative is the star quad this uses four wires instead (still
twisted together) with the wires diagonally opposite each other connected
together.
Star quad cables are significantly more expensive and while they do show an
improvement with higher frequency interference (such as dimmer buzz) unless
you have a high noise environment (such as with lots of dimmers) most users
will not notice significant improvement using star-quad.
Secondly the electrical characteristics of both circuits need to be exactly the same which is actually
surprisingly difficult, when you bear in mind that even the simply having different coloured
insulation on the conductors can result in slightly different capacitance between the conductor and
the shield.
In reality however, the close enough is good enough approach, usually provides more than adequate
results.
*2 Pin one on an XLR connector is the Earth pin – as a consequence earth connection problems are
often called 'pin 1' issues, this appears to be a generic term also used for earthing problems in
circuitry with completely different connectors, for example the sleeve on 6.35mm (¼ inch) Jacks.
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How to destroy your desk
Why serviceability matters – even to the end user
I hear this question a lot “why should I care how difficult the desk is to service someone else is
going to do that anyway?”
The answer to this is very simple, a difficult to service desk will cost you a lot more to service
meaning it will reach the point of being uneconomical to service much sooner.
For example the cost of changing a fader on an LSB desk could set you back over $100 – the
significant portion of this cost being labour, pulling the desk apart, taking all the knobs off,
replacing the fader, putting the knobs back on and reassembly.
Replacing a fader on a SCB desk would take much less time and labour costs will be much lower.
I have charged about the same for replacing a fader in a Mackie SR24-4 as changing a fader in a
Soundcraft 8000) now the thing is, that the Mackie gets a cheap $5 fader but takes a couple hours to
disassemble, replace fader, test and reassemble whereas the Soundcraft gets a much better $50 Alps
K-Type fader but takes less than half an hour to change the fader, test and reassemble.
Having said this if you are getting an inexpensive desk at an inexpensive price (e.g. Behringer, Alto
etc.) and it is going into, say a church install where it will have an easy life, then you could very
likely get 10 or more years out of it, at which point it has more than paid for itself and it would not
unreasonable to consider replacing it.
On the other hand if the desk is touring the countryside, or being loaded in and out of a church/hall
once a week you may want to budget 5 years or less before major overhaul (most big touring
Companies give their consoles a regular service after each tour) or replacement and you would be
much better off in the long run considering a more serviceable desk.

LSB – Large Single (circuit) Board construction

A Mackie SR24-4 in for repair - these are typical LSB construction desks and a real pain to service
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Large Single board construction is any console with more than eight channels to a circuit board, or
at least where the console uses few large Circuit boards such as the Mackie SR24-4 pictured above,
this has two main circuit boards, one with channels 1-14 and the other has channels 15-24 plus the
master section.
LSB construction is used for two reasons: firstly it allows the desk to be more compact, as it allows
channel strips to be closer together, but probably the main reason for its popularity is that it makes
the desk cheaper to manufacture, especially when combined with surface mount components (which
make the desk even more difficult to service).
Oddly enough my first console (a 12 channel Canary made in the UK) from the 1970s (or perhaps
earlier?) used a single large printed circuit board (although with all through hole, discrete
components) however Mackie seem to have been the first major/well known manufacturer to make
extensive use of this technique, at least by the early 90es if not the late 80es and by 1992 this made
the price of their consoles very attractive, with the SR24-4 and SR32-4 costing roughly half the
price of the equivalent Soundcraft/Spirit console (the Live 4-24 and Live 4-32).
Servicing these Consoles however is extremely unpleasant as you literally have to pull the console
completely apart to get at a single faulty channel.
Another problem with these consoles is that larger PCBs can be more prone to failure as they will
flex and twist as they are moved about, which is why I really could not recommend any medium or
large format LSB console for touring and yes I have had Mackie SR32-4 and 24-4s in for service
where PCB tracks had failed, probably for this reason.
MCB – Multiple Channel to a (circuit) Board construction

A Soundtracs MXD in for surgery, this desk uses MCB construction but is still quite serviceable

Multiple Channel to a board construction usually has between two and eight channels to a circuit
board and is usually modular in nature.
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The Soundtracs MXD pictured above is modular with eight channels to a module consisting of a
PCB mounted on its own front panel. As each channel module can be removed easily from the front
this makes this console very serviceable.
MCB allows for lower cost higher density consoles, while increasing reliability and not making
servicing too onerous. Surprisingly I have yet to see an MCB console that uses Surface mount
components (although I have no doubt they are out there) and use of through hole components also
means servicing is not as troublesome as it could be.
The first manufacturer I saw using this technique was Peavey – if memory serves in the mark IV
consoles (and most likely earlier ones as well) from the 1980es although these were not modular
like the Soundtracs MXD above they still carried four channels to a circuit board.
SCB – Single Channel to a (circuit) Board construction

An Allen & Heath ZED420 in for Surgery, with a channel strip (actually a subgroup/Aux send/Matrix strip) on
top. Individual channel modules are easy to pull out for trouble shooting and service.

Single Channel to a board construction is the most serviceable as each channel strip is on its own
circuit board so you can drop out just the faulty channel for trouble shooting and service.
While this is the most expensive construction technique mentioned here this does not always
translate to higher prices for the end user – for example in Australia at the time of writing the Allen
and Heath Zed series (which employ SCB construction) cost significantly less than the Mackie
equivalents (which use LSB construction) and IMO the Allen and heath is the better performing
board as well.
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I like a drink why doesn’t the desk?
I think one of the saddest things I have seen was a Yamaha MC2403 console that had been loaded
into the back of an uncovered Trailer, driven through heavy rain (it’s alright, after all it is in a
roadcase!) unpacked and then despite its obviously moist nature plugged in and powered up….
Now in this case, the people involved were surprisingly lucky and the fact the ELCBR (RCD, core
balance relay, safety switch – whichever name you are used to) kept tripping alerted them to the fact
that something was wrong before a fatality occurred (this is Australia, we are a 230V Country and
while the desk is double insulated, this does not offer protection against water immersion…).
Water
Now there is nothing wrong with a bit of distilled water and I have used it to clean electronics
before and will again but (excuse me for stating the obvious) you NEVER EVER power up
electronic or electrical equipment while it is wet, as this will only cause further damage.
If equipment does get wet, it is not always terminal (but it might be). If it is powered up at the time,
shut it down immediately, the show is over at this point, the equipment is unlikely to just continue
to limp along and may have just become very unsafe.
If the equipment was not powered up at the time then you are probably still in luck. If you can get it
to a good service Tech* promptly (and I mean within hours NOT days) then that is going to be your
best option.
If the equipment was powered up at the time then kill the power immediately WARNING if
equipment is wet, then it may be dangerous to touch (particularly if it is double insulated) so you
may be safer shutting down the power at the power point.
If you cannot get the gear to a good Tech promptly, then you may need to take matters into your
own hands:
Remove any covers, open up the equipment, mop up any obvious moisture with dry cloth or paper
towels and place in front of a Fan or (for preference) a Fan heater set on low.
Note that radiant heat from radiators, fires etc. can heat up the surface of equipment, melting
plastics and causing damage before the equipment has dried out properly so I strongly recommend
against the use of radiant heaters. Even a fan heater can cause considerable heating if you are not
careful, so keep any fan heater on low heat rather than high and even then monitor the temperature
(simply feel the equipment) to ensure equipment does not get too hot to touch.
Other drinks
While water calls for panic, ingress of almost any other drink calls for more major measures.
Again shut down the equipment immediately. DO NOT simply wipe the drink off the surface and
hope nobody notices, as this is condemning the equipment to almost certain death.
When I was servicing computer Terminals I lost count of the number of keyboards that suffered
coffee spills and were then left to fester for several weeks until (usually encouraged by the smell)
someone decided to make a service call (this was in the late 1980es - well before the advent of the
$15 Chinese Keyboard with some of these keyboards worth hundreds of dollars) unfortunately often
by the time they called these keyboards were well beyond any hope of repair as the innards were
growing green fuzzy plant life and corrosion on the circuit boards and electronics was in an
advanced state.
The thing is, that even drink spills can usually be cleaned up and the equipment repaired IF
ATTENDED TO PROMPTLY although I do hesitate to recommend this as a do it yourself job (as
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it can be rather involved and care is required) and strongly suggest that you take the equipment to
competent technician ASAP preferably within three or four hours of the spill happening.
What to expect from a competent Tech (and don't expect this to come cheap):
First equipment will probably be stripped down to determine the extent of drink ingress.
Next any affected boards will be removed and thoroughly washed in water and detergent, or
alternatively depending on the drink and how long ago the spillage occurred other solvents may be
used (I used to hose equipment out with Freon, but that was before we discovered that it damaged
the ozone layer) as well as, or instead of water (for example milk may leave fatty deposits not easily
rinsed out by water alone).
The next step depends on a number of factors but may involve a water dispersant such as WD40
(which would be for boards with lots of components with nooks and crannies that could hold water)
or merely drying the board in front a fan heater overnight
Then the boards will need to be tested to ensure that nothing was damaged and it is not unknown for
a Tech to have gone to all this trouble and still find that Circuit boards end up being written off
anyway (especially if the equipment was powered up at the time of the spill) which is why a lot of
Techs may not want to know about drink spills and/or may just choose to replace whole circuit
boards as a lower risk albeit more expensive alternative.
Finally any potentiometers, Fader, switches etc. may need to be re-lubricated washing procedures
may have cleaned them out.

* A competent Tech? where do you find a competent Tech nowadays? Good question especially as
the advent of much cheaper and increasingly more complex electronics has encouraged the 'throw
away and replace' mentality rather than the 'get it fixed' mentality.
This has resulted in electronic servicing becoming a much less viable career (and I certainly do not
think I could survive on income from servicing alone) which means that many of the service techs
still working have to resort increasingly to more desperate measures to make ends meet.
The quote game is a good example of this and it works something like this:
Unfortunately most customers prefer to have an upfront idea of how much something will cost to
repair and most people would prefer to deal with a service Tech who can give a quote up front.
In most cases however, it is impossible to tell exactly what is wrong with electronic equipment
and/or how extensive any damage is before you have finished fixing it – for example a completely
dead piece of electronics could be something as simple as a faulty switch, blown fuse or something
much more sinister and if the power supply has failed then it could have caused extensive damage
as well. In addition usually most of the time (labour) taken in repairing electronics is the diagnostics
– unlike a car where a significant amount of work can be required to strip down a gear box or
change a head gasket generally the bulk of the work required for electronic servicing is dismantling
and reassembling the equipment (required before any trouble shooting can take place) and
tracing/diagnosing the fault with changing the actual faulty component being relatively quick.
So what often happens with quotes is that the quote is based on the value of the equipment and is
usually the maximum that it is thought you would pay for a repair.
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If the repair cost looks like it will exceed the quoted price generally an excuse is made along the
lines the damage being more extensive than at first thought. If the repair cost ends up being less
than the quote, then the repairer is well ahead.
So does this mean that Service Techs are dishonest? Well maybe, maybe not, you see they could
claim equally that quotes are demanded and expected by their customers and Techs who would
rather not give quotes quickly find that any customers end up going to other Techs who do play the
quote game.
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How a cactus cable can crash a console
This is another idea that can get somewhat technical so you may have to bear with me while I run
through this.

Simplified microphone Pre-amp

While probably the most common form of cable failure is broken wires – often at the connector
itself (see the section on soldering under how to corrupt your cables) another common fault is a
short circuit between the shield and one of the signal wires. The cause of this fault can be due to any
number of reasons such as a shield wire coming adrift, a signal wire breaking and shorting with the
shield or even cable damage.
To understand how this happens we first need to consider the Mic-pre
amplifier in the desk which is usually a variation of the circuit above:
The circuit itself is fairly straightforward, a long tailed pair of low noise
transistors followed by an op-amp, but the part of the circuit that interests
us here is the phantom power supply consisting of R1, R2, C1 & C2 as
well as the protection diodes D1 & D2 and what can happen is:
 When phantom power is first turned on C1 and C2 charge up to
somewhere near 48V.
 If the input is short-circuited to ground, the capacitors are still
charged up to 48V, so if the input is at ground (0V) the fully
charged capacitor forces the base of Q1 or Q2 to  48V.
 This is potentially a bad thing for Q1 and Q2 and almost certainly fatal for the Op-amp,
however this is where Diodes D1 and D2 come in to play, as they clamp the base (of Q1
and/or Q2) to no less than the negative supply rail, so protecting Q1, Q2 and the Op-amp.
 The problem is that D1 and D2 are usually low power ‘signal diodes’ and the discharge
current from C1 or C2 while fairly brief can be quite high – and can be somewhere in the
order of 10 amps peak.
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So why don’t manufacturers use higher current diodes?
Higher current/larger geometry diodes tend to have higher capacitance, this means that using (say) a
10 Amp diode for D1 and D2 will form a low pass filter and this would impair the high frequency
performance of the pre-amplifier, besides the current pulse is usually only very brief and the smaller
diodes generally do provide adequate protection, provided they do not receive repeated surges such
as you may get with an intermittent short circuit and in the worst case scenario usually that the
diode fails short circuit, thereby sacrificing its life to protect the rest of the input circuitry and for
any Tech worth his/her salt this is pretty well the first thing you check – of course then some
manufacturers go and wreck it all by making the protection diodes a pain to get to, or even using
surface mount components, making them a pain to replace.

How to mangle the Mix
In the world of live sound things can be pretty tough, by the time you load a system in, find
somewhere the venue manager will let you set up the speakers (hopefully giving you reasonable
coverage), find the stage is ½ a meter square so you need to negotiate for more room, find a power
point that works and convince the venue manager to let you set up the mixing desk somewhere
where you can actually hear your mix. Even then, after you have the system set up and the band
plugged in there is still plenty of scope for stuffing things up.

Sound check
Soundcheck is about making sure everything works, getting the gain structure right, getting the
channels EQed, making sure Foldback is right and establishing the base line mix.
It would be fair to say that soundcheck is every bit as important to the PA operator as tuning an
instrument is to the musicians.
Gain structure
Gain structure is all about making sure each part of the sound system is running at its optimum
level.
The basic idea is that you set the system up so most of the gain is at the beginning of the signal
flow, with ideally unity gain (or even attenuation) after the microphone pre-amplifier.
The reason for this is that each stage the signal passes through adds more noise to the signal. If you
have the input gain set 20dB low and then push up the channel and master faders another 20dB to
compensate then you are also going to get another 20dB of noise as well.
An important starting point is getting the input gain on the mixing desk right and as most mixing
desks provide the tools required and this is actually very straightforward I do wonder why some
people could not be bothered doing it properly.
Soundcheck
I always insist on setting gain by the numbers, I know a common alternative is to push all the faders
up to 0 and adjust the input gain until it sounds 'loud enough' but while this may work eight times in
10 it assumes that everything else is set correctly and your hearing is infallible (a bit like tuning an
instrument by ear alone with no other reference).
Since most mixing desks* have all the metering and facilities to set the input gain correctly there
really is no excuse for doing it any other way.
 Start by checking no channels have PFL (this may be marked 'Solo' instead of PFL) active,
most desks have a master PFL indicator usually near the meters, to indicate when any PFL
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or AFL button is pressed and many Digital consoles have a 'clear pfl' button – which, as the
name suggests, clears any/all currently selected PFL.
 Ensure that no processors are inserted in any channels, or that they are bypassed or disabled
(e.g. for compressors set threshold at its maximum setting).
 Press PFL (or Solo) on the channel you wish to set gain for, on most mixing desks* this will
route the signal to the master level meter (or meters - often the main left and right meters) so
you can see what the Pre-fade level for that channel is.
 With the musician playing (singer singing etc.) adjust the Gain (or Trim) control for that
channel until the meter is reading around 0dB with maybe the odd peak up to +6dB.
Note a couple of things at this step:
•

You will need to get the musician to try playing some of their louder sounds to ensure
that you have a reasonable amount of headroom left – typically louder sounds should not
exceed +10dB which should leave you another 15dB or so of headroom on most desks.

•

A Singer coming in from cold and singing on their own, will usually sing more quietly
than normal so you will want to set the gain lower (say -6dB or so), to allow room to
warm up.

•

EQ adjustments will often affect the pre-fade level (as most desks take PFL post EQ). If
you have a lot of cut on the EQ then it is still possible to clip the channel input with the
meter at less than +10dB.
Conversely it is possible (but fortunately not common if gain is set properly) to set the
input gain at a reasonable level and then find that after EQing the channel, that it is now
being driven into clip.
You may have to make allowances for any EQ changes, which is why I suggest you
'rough in' the EQ when setting input gain.

•

As with EQ, Compressors inserted in a channel can result in misleading level readings,
So it is a good idea to bypass or remove inserted processors when setting input gain.

 Rough in Foldback from the channel you have just set the Gain for, get it close, but don't
spend too much time as you will fine tune Foldback later and besides it can be difficult to
tell how much foldback will be needed with only one instrument playing.
 Carry on and set the input gain (as above) for the other channels as required. I start with all
channels muted and then unmute them as I set the Input Gain, this gives me a clear visual
indication of which channels I have and have not set.
 When you have set the Gain on each channel, and set rough foldback levels get the
musicians to start playing together.
 Push up each channel into Front of House, one at a time to set initial EQ, check that
everything sounds clear on each channel and PFL the channel to double check level after
initial EQ.
 Start bringing channels up to establish your base-line mix. Now that you are listening to the
instruments in context (i.e. playing together) fine tune the EQ as required.
 With Front of house now running, the musicians may require further Foldback adjustments
so keep an eye on them and even ask between songs if they require any further adjustments
to Foldback.
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 Also use PFL again during soundcheck to double and triple check the level on the channels
to ensure none of them are approaching clip. Especially as the musicians warm up.
Following initial soundcheck, I would be inclined to let channel levels peak at +12dB
(instead of the 6dB mentioned before) before panicking, but keep a close eye on any
channels that have crept up significantly.
Setting amplifier Gain
Ok, someone is going to mention the power amplifier right at the end of the chain typically adding
20dB or more gain and what else can I say but true? (this is, after all the function of a power
amplifier).
Bear in mind that a typical power amplifier will usually be driven to full power (output) with as
little as around 1.5 Volts (+5.7dBu) input while a typical mixing desk can deliver over 10 volts
(+22dBu) on an unbalanced output (20 Volts (+28dBu) on a balanced output).
This means, that if you set the input attenuators*1 on your power amplifier at 0dB (i.e. flat out) then
a couple of undesired things will happen:
1) Your amplifier will be driven in to clip almost 20dB before the output of your mixing desk.
2) Your system will have somewhere around 20dB more noise.
Really you probably want the input attenuators around -10dB or even lower (depending on the
system, the room, the application etc.) a handy technique for setting System gain is:
1) Start with the amplifier attenuators on minimum (usually fully counter clockwise).
2) Play a CD (or Mp3, pre-recorded music, whatever - for the sake of simplicity I will call this
the CD) through the desk – PFL this channel and adjust the Trim/Gain control until the
meter is running around 0dB.
3) Set the channel fader for the CD to 0dB and assign directly to Front of House (L/R or
Mono)
4) Set the master fader/s on the desk at 0dB – with no channels PFLed the master meters
should now be reading around 0dB
5) Adjust the attenuators on the amplifiers until you are getting the level you want in the venue.
Note that it is often an idea to set this level 10dB louder than you think you will need, as you
can always turn down the master faders slightly and also an empty room will usually sound
louder than a full one so there is no harm having a bit more gain up your sleeve when/if you
need it.
Inserts
While most modern signal processors run off +/-15 Volt rails (which would get us to 23dBu), some
(particularly 'classic' older equipment) may run off supplies as low as +/- 12 Volts or 20dBu, or
even have other reasons for not having as much headroom as that.
Many modern mixing desks however run off supply rails of +/- 17 Volts and can drive line outputs
almost this hard (around +24dBu).
This means that if the channel is being pushed hard, the insert send may be driving the input of the
signal processor into clip 4dB before the desk. Usually this would not be a concern (especially if we
have set gain correctly – i.e. around 0dBu) as you would have to push things pretty hard to be
approaching this level. However if the inserted processor applies a boost to the signal (such as say a
bottom end boost on a Front of House EQ) then the operator needs to be aware that this is a
potential problem.
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I have seen this cause trouble, on main Front of House inserts – particularly if the insert is pre
(master) Fade and the device on the insert is something like an EQ with low frequency boost.
So what could happen is this:
The signal from the mix-bus going to the insert is already pretty high (say hitting 18dBu or so) but
if the meter on the desk is only metering the post fade level it may not be showing this, the Eq in the
insert adds another 6 dB of boost down low and suddenly the system starts clipping from time to
time.
So the operator scans the console, nothing there, maybe he/she pulls back the master faders but that
makes no difference, the EQ is out of her/his immediate sight line so any clip indicators there go
unnoticed.
I have also seen a similar problem on some desks where the subgroup can be driven into clip (the
particular instance I am thinking of was the Yamaha MRxx04 consoles) however most consoles are
designed so that the subgroups are not readily driven into clip.

EQ
The biggest potential issue with EQ is that an EQ which works for an instrument on its own is not
always an EQ that helps place that instrument correctly in the mix. For example a nice rich warm
vocal sound may do nothing to help the vocals cut through the mix.
This is where EQing instruments 'in context' (i.e. where you adjust the EQ with other instruments
playing) comes in, this provides two benefits:
1) It reduces soundcheck time and gives the musicians time to warm up together, as warm up
time is also an integral part of soundcheck.
2) It allows you to take into account how all the instruments work together, so you can work
the EQ appropriately.
While a rough EQ is usually pulled together on individual instruments, it is always a good idea
during soundcheck to get the musicians to play through a couple of songs together to fine tune EQ.
A question that often arises with EQ is, should I cut, or should I boost? If you talk to many
recording engineers they will say always boost never cut, the reason for this is that they are
concerned that when you use the EQ to cut on your recording that part of the sound is gone forever
and you cannot get it back later (if you decide you needed it after all). Talk to many Live engineers
and they will give the opposite advice, always cut, never boost and the reason for this is that they
are concerned that using EQ to boost increases the possibility of feedback.
My opinion is that you do what you need to to get the job done. If you cut on the EQ then chances
are that you may need to turn that instrument up to get it through the mix anyway (and increase the
risk of feedback) and in live sound we are primarily interested in the immediate result, not some
recording later on down the track.

Compression, use and abuse
when properly applied, compression is a very useful tool for keeping the mix together. However if
not used carefully, Compression can do a lot of damage to the mix.
Keep compression to a minimum. If a compressor is working hard, then it is taking control of the
mix and chances are, that what it decides may not be entirely in keeping with what you want to
achieve. You want a compressor to help keep things under control, not to take control.
If a compressor is working too hard, this will make instruments disappear in the mix and may also
destroy the natural dynamics and character of the instrument.
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For example: lead vocals goes from a whisper to a scream, that's what you want the compressor to
catch, but compression of lead vocals at normal levels, not so much.
Ideally a compressor should not be working hard (if at all) at normal levels. This is accomplished
by setting the threshold, so that the Gain reduction indicators are barely starting to light at regular
playing/singing volume.
Something like this:

I should emphasise that while visual indicators on the compressor are handy for troubleshooting
(i.e. lead vocals has disappeared – glance at compressor showing 21dB gain reduction, increase
threshold, etc.) and telling where the compressor is at, or when it is reaching threshold they aren't
the be all an end all as it is the resulting sound that is important.
Most modern compressors have an 'Auto' attack and release mode and if you are new to
compression I suggest you leave the compressor on Auto. Generally a compression ratio between
2:1 and 4:1 is more than adequate for most work, with 2:1 being gentle compression while above
4:1 is starting to get rather savage.
Overeasy ®, soft knee, or Interactive knee
While a compressor on each channel needing compression is the ideal setup (I would rather buy a
quad 'adequate' compressor than a dual 'high end' compressor) If your budget does not stretch that
far, then you can insert compressors on Subgroups. The only thing to remember if you do this is
that the loudest instrument on that Subgroup is going to control the compressor.
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High SPL and perceived hearing changes ~
* most mixing desks? I have come across a couple of consoles with unmetered PFL – the Yamaha
EMX5000 and a Tascam (model no escapes me) and there may be others out there – need I say
avoid these Consoles.
*1 Attenuators? Power amplifiers usually have fixed gain and as I pointed out this is set so that the
amplifier can be driven to full power with somewhere around 1.5V input. The level control works
by attenuating (i.e. turning down) the signal going into the amplifier, which is why the input control
on an amplifier is usually referred to as an 'attenuator' rather than 'Gain'.
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How to Savage stuff in Storage
Did you know that even the simple act of storing equipment can lead to its destruction?
The following Pictures are of a console that was (at the time the pictures were taken) less than 10
years old:

The astute among you may have noticed that I have focussed on the very corroded bolts and might
be thinking “yeah, yeah, OK so some dingbat* has left the board out in the rain, that’s hardly news
is it?” well actually this desk has not (to my knowledge) been in the rain or given a drink (and its
innards do tend to back this up) but rather and almost as bad it has been poorly stored.
Poorly stored? How does that happen? Let me draw a likely scenario*1 for you:
This desk was owned by a smaller operator operating out the back of a truck. Storage space is tight
so the equipment lives in the truck and this is all good, as it means that the only preparation needed
for a gig is to start the truck and drive to the show. At the end of the night, get home, lock up the
truck and off to a well earned sleep.
The problem with this is, that the truck is not well insulated and Sydney can have some very humid
days and during the night as the equipment cools down condensation forms on every exposed
surface and in more extreme cases inside equipment as well especially well ventilated equipment
such as power amplifiers.
If you are storing equipment in an unlined shed, or the back of a truck without doing something to
deal with humidity/condensation you are asking for trouble.
So what can you do about condensation?
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Really the best thing is to store your equipment in a dry well ventilated place but if your equipment
is likely to spend any time in less than ideal storage then use packs of Silica Gel (these are readily
available in bulk quantities on Ebay and I am sure many other sources) in your Roadcases don't
muck about here either I would suggest at least 2 x 50 or 100 Gram sachets for a 10 unit effects rack
(one front, one back) or several in the roadcase for a large mixing console.

Silica Gel comes in a version that changes colour as it absorbs moisture (as per the pictures above
the pack on the left is fairly fresh while the the pack on the right is just about due to be dried out
several minutes in the microwave on low) which I strongly recommend as you can easily see
when/if it needs to be dried out.
* Dingbat: Australian for person of restricted intellect
*1 Likely Scenario? – I didn’t know the ex owner, but this is a likely explanation for the damage I
observed.
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How to thrash three phases
240V 50Hz

Voltage

400

300

100

0
0
18
36
54
72
90
108
126
144
162
180
198
216
234
252
270
288
306
324
342
0
18
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54
72
90
108
126
144
162
180
198
216
234
252
270
288
306
324
342

Voltage (Assuming 240V)

200

-100

-200

-300

AC Mains from a regular power point is
(as the name suggests) Alternating
Current and in most healthy Mains
power supplies (and for the sake of
simplicity we will assume that is what
we are dealing with here) this
Alternating current takes the form of a
sine wave at 50Hz at 230 Volts (ah yes,
well I am in Australia – in the US and
some other countries this would be
60Hz at 110 Volts).

-400
Angle - Degrees

Why Three Phases?
If we look at a single phase Generator, electricity is generated by a coil of
wire rotating in a magnetic field (this uses the same basic principles as a
dynamic microphone, only somewhat larger in scale) as the magnetic field
the coil is in varies this produces a current flow in the coil.
Now here is where things get a tad messy:
As current flows in the coil it sets up its own magnetic field which
opposes (or fights) the movement of the coil.
Since the current in the coil is Sinusoidal and not constant, the opposition
of the coil to movement varies as the generator rotates.
As the force driving the generator (i.e. Steam or Hydro turbine) is usually
constant the uneven opposition of the generator will cause the generator to
try and speed up and slow down as it rotates.
This variation of speed is less than ideal as:
1) it results in vibration which in turn significantly increases wear and tear of the generator
requiring higher maintenance.
2) it will distort the sinusoidal output from the generator adding significant harmonics to the power
supply.
To get around these problems Nikola Tesla proposed The Polyphase
system where generators use multiple coils in order to balance out the
mechanical load on the generator.
Any generator producing three phases or more, will present a steady
mechanical load (presuming that the current being drawn by each phase
is the same and is in phase with the voltage, or equally 120° out of
phase with the other currents – but more on this later).
It also turns out that there are other advantages in using multi- phase
power:
Three phase electric motors also run more smoothly than single phase
(for the same reason as the generator running more smoothly).
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While power distribution is slightly more complex dealing with three cables instead of two, there is
no need for a current ‘return’ line as the three phases cancel each other out and this means for the
cost of one additional cable (i.e. 50% extra cost) we can carry three times the current.
I shouldn’t throw that
statement out there
without explaining
further….

400

300

200

354

333

312

291

270

249

228

207

186

165

144

123

81

102

60

39

18

357

336

315

294

273

252

231

210

189

168

147

126

84

105

63

42

0

0
21

Voltage

100
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

The graph on the left
shows the three voltages
of a three phase power
system
If you add these voltages
together the result is 0
volts.

-100

-200

OK so, if you short circuit
the three phases together
-400
you get nothing? Hang on,
let me rephrase that: if
you short circuit three phases you get sparks, very hot switchgear, evaporating metal work, smoke,
fire… (although hopefully you will blow a fuse or circuit breaker before the fire sets in and injuries
occur) what relevance is this?
-300

Well the reason this is important is, IF the current drawn from each phase is equal and in phase then
the sum of the currents on the neutral cancel each other and there is no Neutral current.
This was a benefit in power distribution, as it meant that instead of using two wires to carry power
(i.e. send and return) using one additional wire you can carry three times the power.

MEN?
I have mentioned the neutral wire and even gone as far as explaining why it is not needed, but hang
on, am I telling you porkies? because after all every house has a neutral and isn't that what the MEN
system is about?
If you look at the Picture below, you will see three wires at the top of the pole. These are high
Voltage distribution (in this case somewhere around 11,000 Volts) and carries the three phases
without need for a Neutral wire (Do I need to point out: contact with any of these three wires will
cause serious injury or death?). Often high voltage cables like this
also have a (typically) thinner 4th wire running above them which is
an earthed wire used for lightning protection.
Below these three wires you will see the four wires for Low Voltage
distribution consisting of three phases plus Neutral.
Note “Low Voltage” in this context is a relative term and is merely
defined as a Voltage that is low enough so it will not jump very far .
Under the IEC standard this is set at 1000V and contact with these
wires would still give you a nasty shock resulting in Injury or Death.
“Extra Low Voltage” is the term used to describe voltages that are
low enough, that they are unlikely to give you an electric shock.
The observant among you may have noticed a single wire running
above the 'Low voltage' wires – this is used by the street lights.
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One problem with the high voltage power distribution system, is that if these much longer distance
power lines are not earthed anywhere, they would build up an enormous charge and generate their
own lightning, arcing to earth, or causing damage to switch gear or other transmission equipment.
So what they do is that the power transformer usually has
three windings in a star arrangement (as per the picture) with
the common at the centre of the star tied to earth.
When it comes to low voltage power distribution (e.g. 230V)
it is not always practical to build equipment to run off three
phases (unless it consumes a lot of power) and it is easier if we
could run it off one phase plus common (usually called
neutral) so low voltage distribution now consists of four wires
– the three phases and Neutral.
This time the centre of the star transformer is connected to the earth (as before) however it is also
connected to the Neutral wire.
The problem with Earth is that it is actually very difficult to get a good low resistance connection to
earth and a 'good' earth stake can have a resistance to earth in excess of 10 ohms.
This means, that if you have circuit breakers set to trip at 20Amps (i.e. a typical sized breaker in
Australia) a short circuit between active and earth may not draw sufficient current to trip the breaker

(or blow a fuse) while still being more than enough current to start a fire.
This led to the MEN or Multiple Earthed Neutral power distribution system, illustrated in the
picture above.
The Black line shows the neutral, which is connected to the neutral bar (or link block) in each main
switchboard.
The earth stake connects to the earth bar and the active or actives are distributed via Circuit
breakers.
A very important thing to note, is that in the MEN system, a link ties the neutral and earth together
in the main switchboard – hence the name Multiple Earthed Neutral.
Another thing to note are the three red lines along the top of the picture – these are the three phases
(yes I know, if I were to colour this properly they would be red, white and blue).
Premises that have lower power requirements may be only connected to a single phase (the three
houses on the left), to keep the load on the phases balanced each subsequent house is usually
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connected to a different phase. A building with greater power requirements however would be
connected to either two or three phases (as per the house on the right).
Inside the house single phase power points get connected to Earth, Neutral and active (one of the
phases) while Three phase power points come in two flavours: four pin power points which carry
Three phases and Earth (N.B. There is NO Neutral and as we shall see later this is a very important
thought) and 5 pin power points which carry three phases, Neutral and Earth.
One other small item: if you live in a suburban area, you may have 20 or 30 houses on the same
circuit as you – this means your Neutral has 20 or 30 earth stakes tied to it and this is as good an
earth as it is possible to get. If you live in the country however you may be the only house
connected to this circuit so now there are only two earth stakes – yours and the earth stake at the
distribution transformer. While this may not matter most of the time it does make a significant
difference when/if Lightning decides to come calling.
In suburban areas the Earth on the MEN system does a pretty good job of shunting lightning to
earth – and certainly most of the lightning damage I have seen, the lightning has come from paths
other than AC mains supply such as phone lines, aerials etc....
In country areas however, with significantly less earthing the MEN system is going to be less
capable of shunting lightning to earth.

3 x 230 = 415 ????
In Australia three phase power s often referred to as 415 or 415 volts – as in “ we will need 415
power” (I don't know if similar or equivalent terminology is used overseas) but as I have mentioned
each phase is 230 Volts so how on earth do we go from there to 415?
Well first thing to point out is that strictly speaking 415 Volts is no longer correct, since Australia
decided to officially change from 240 volts to 230 volts three phase power should now really be
called 410 volts, but old habits and old terminology dies hard.
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Now the thing is, warnings such as “Danger 415V” have to assume the worst case scenario and
while the voltage between any given phase and Neutral (or Ground) is 230V the voltage between
any two phases is 410V RMS. This is shown in the graph above where the red line shows the
difference between phase A (blue) and Phase B (pink).
RMS? what’s that?
Now I know there will be some of you, looking at the graph above will be thinking “hang on, the
red line goes between +587 and -587 Volts, so how on earth do you get 410 Volts from that?
The thing with AC voltage is, that it is constantly changing, so any instantaneous measurement will
not tell us anything about the effective voltage.
We could go for a voltage averaged over time, but the problem with that is, that the positive portion
of the waveform is equal to the negative portion of the waveform so the average will equal 0.
How about the average of the rectified voltage would that work?
Well you might think so, but the problem here, is that Power = Current × Voltage and if slip back to
thinking in terms of DC for a moment (or rectified AC) IF the current remained constant and we
doubled the voltage then we would double the effective power BUT this does not usually happen.
Since Current = Voltage/Resistance as we increase the voltage the current increases proportionally,
so we double the voltage this doubles the current which in turn quadruples the power in the load –
in other words the power increases by the square of the increase in voltage or:
2

2

Power= Voltage /Resistance which would usually be expressed as P=E /R.
So.... If we want get an idea of the effective voltage of an AC signal we need to be thinking in terms
of the mean (average) of the square of the voltage.
But this will give us a result that is way too high, so we take the square root of the result.
So in other words, the measurement we are after is the square Root of the Mean of the Squared
voltage aka Root Mean Squared or RMS.
In reality though, even Digital meters (except for a few exceptions) do not bother measuring,
squaring, adding up, dividing and square rooting in order to calculate a result, Instead lower cost
meters simply rectify and filter the signal and measure the result. Now the problem is that this gives
the peak voltage measurement ( the example above would give 587 Volts) so the result is then
scaled by multiplying it by 0.707 to give the correct result (410 Volts).
While this works fine for a pure Sinewave, no other wave form has a peak to RMS ratio of 0.707 so
better (usually more expensive) multi-meters employ somewhat more complex circuitry known as
a 'True RMS Converter' while only Digital Oscilloscopes or a few even more expensive Digital
meters calculate the RMS in the digital domain.

Fiddling with Power Factor
It has probably really only been, since the later 1960's that things have started to go wrong for three
phase power. Up until then, the bulk of power (with the exception of some industrial applications)
had been used for heating, lighting and electric motors and these were relatively straightforward to
keep evenly balanced across the three phases.
From the seventies onwards a couple of things came along that made three phase power a whole lot
more troubled....
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Dimmers
The first complication relevant to this discussion was the advent of the dimmer – not just little
dimmers used for 100 watts or so of mood lighting in homes, but great big three phase dimmers
running to 20,000 watts or more used in theatre and large concerts.
When the lights are fully on, the sum of the currents on the phases (presuming they are equally
loaded) cancel out, so the Neutral current is 0, the generator is balanced and all is well. However as
soon as the lights are dimmed the current being drawn from the three phases is no longer balanced
and the neutral current goes up.
So why do things get worse when you turn the lights down?
Dimmers work by chopping up the mains waveform so a graph of dimmed mains current can look
like this (excuse me if I change to graphing current here):
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The Solid blue is the resulting dimmed current while the dotted line shows the original (undimmed)
waveform.
While chopping up the mains is a good, relatively easy way to dim lights, it does destroy the
delicate balance between the three phases and if we look at what would happen if we had equal
loads on all three phases (again dimmed as above) we can see how this happens:
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The green, yellow and blue lines on the left hand side of this graph show the three individual phase
currents, while the red line on the right, shows the sum of these currents (i.e. the neutral current).
What we see from this is, that we have gone from having everything nicely balanced and zero
neutral current to 32 Amps flowing down the neutral with dimmers at 50% power.
Switchmode power supplies
The proliferation of switchmode power supplies has also caused challenges for the three phase
power system. This may (on the surface) not appear to be a significant issue in the production world
(after all we are not running offices full of PCs are we?) until you start looking at the growing trend
for modern amplifiers (amongst other electronic equipment) to use switchmode power supplies.
Now this is one of those things that gets a bit technical so bear with me here. The (Simplified) input
Circuitry of a switchmode power supply looks something like this:
the incoming power is rectified (converted from
AC into, well, rectified AC – see the dotted line in
the graph below). This is then fed across a
Capacitor (C1) which smooths out the rectified
voltage into DC.
Now the problem with this arrangement (for three
phase power) is that the capacitor does not draw
current from the mains all the time.
instead the capacitor only draws current from the mains when the rectified mains voltage exceeds
the terminal voltage across the capacitor.
Let me draw a graph to illustrate this:
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The purple line on the left shows the terminal voltage across the capacitor, this gets charged up as
the mains voltage approaches its peak then discharges into the load during the rest of the half cycle.
The blue line is the incoming mains voltage (the dotted blue line shows the rectified mains voltage)
and the red line shows the current drawn from the mains (note the red line is exaggerated for the
sake of this illustration, as it would be unusual to have a device drawing 100's of amps peak).
On the right hand side of the graph, orange and green lines show what the current from the other
two phases could be (presuming similar supplies on them) to give an idea of what the current on the
neutral would be.
The trouble with spiky current
As I mentioned earlier when explaining why Extension leads melt down if the current in the Neutral
wire in a cable is equal to the current in the Active (and it should be) then the two magnetic fields
around these wires will be equal and opposite and largely cancel each other out.
However when the current has a fast rise time (as just illustrated with switchmode supplies and
dimmers) the higher frequency component of this current radiates much more readily than the 50
(or 60) Hz field – not only do you get the magnetic field from the current but you also get capacitive
coupling into adjacent wiring.
This is made worse by the power cables normally used in most installations as these are not twisted
together (as the wires in an extension lead usually are) with many installations using separate
Neutral and Active wires – and even where they do use a single cable carrying Active, Earth and
Neutral these are not twisted.
Also the CMRR of electronic balanced input circuitry gets worse as the frequency rises so this
higher frequency interference will be easily picked up by any sound system (this will sound like a
buzz rather than a hum).
Worst of all though is that this buzz ends up in the earth wiring, which in turn means the PA
System.
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The trouble with no Neutral
I got a call one year from the folk running an outdoor carols event, to say that the dimmer they had
hired was faulty and did I have a spare? Alternatively did I have, or could I get a set of 32 Amp
fuses as the dimmer had apparently blown all three input fuses.
I asked what (physical) size fuses they were after and was bit puzzled as they appeared to be
describing M205 sized fuses which to the best of my knowledge do not come in either 32A or
HRC*.
I did not have a dimmer available but I did have three phase distribution board with switches, so
figuring that it was better than nothing I grabbed that and headed in to investigate further.
On arrival first thing I looked at was the dimmer, in particular the mystery fuses which were located
on the front panel, sure enough, they were m205 fuse holders and were located just above writing
that said “fuses 100mA” so these were the fuses for the control electronics in the dimmer.
First a small aside here, for any others who might make this mistake:
'm' is short hand for 'milli' or 1/1000th , so fuses marked 100mA are for 100/1000th or 1/10th of an
Amp. 100mA fuses are readily available, straightforward and easy to replace, however when I
pulled the fuses from the holders it became apparent that when the fuses had failed, they had been
replaced with 10 Amp fuses (presumably because there were no 100 Amp fuses available) and the
second time around, the power supply in the dimmer had given up in a desperate (and successful)
attempt to protect the fuses.
OK so what had gone on here? Had they been given a dodgy dimmer, or had something else killed
it? When I traced the Three phase power cable back to the supply I found it was connected to a 5
pin three phase point, so all should have been well there.
Next step was to plug in the three phase Distro and check the three phase indicators (three phase
Distro boards should always have phase indicators at the very least – preferably Voltage and current
meters on each phase as well) and all three lit up.
Next I grabbed a spare par can, plugged it into one of the phases and turned it on, and much to my
(by now) almost complete lack of surprise the phase indicator for that phase went out while the
other two phase indicators got just that little bit brighter to warn me there was a fault on the
Neutral.
I pulled the three phase point apart, expecting to find a faulty neutral connection and instead found
that the Electrician who had installed it was moronic twonk more deserving of a repeated brisk,
righteous and forceful application of the tip of a steel capped boot, as he/she/it had not installed a
Neutral wire at all (as this was a 5 pin three phase point this is an extremely stupid and very
dangerous thing to do, which is why even I cannot think of enough expletives to describe the sort of
electrician who would do such a thing (if you want three phases but do not require a Neutral there
are four pin three phase sockets available specifically for this).
So I pulled a few tricks out of my hat (which I will not go into here) got them enough power to get a
few lights up on stage and the show managed to proceed....
So how did this lack of neutral cause damage?
Start with the dimmer plugged in but no channels on – the control electronics in the dimmer
provides an equal load to each of the three phases of around 2,300 Ω (based on the fuse sizing – in
reality the impedance will be higher) as the loads on the three phases are equal, everything is
balanced and all is well so the dimmer powers up and flashes its “I'm happy” lights.
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A 1Kw Par can (I don't remember the exact details) is plugged into channel 1 and the Dimmer
connects it between one phase and the non-existent neutral. The Par-can has a resistance somewhat
lower than 57 Ω (it would have a resistance of 57Ω if the filament was hot, but the filament is cold
and in this scenario is unlikely to get any hotter, so its actual resistance is probably 1/10th of this) so
the nicely balanced scenario of earlier is thrown out of whack. As the impedance of the par can is
significantly lower than the control electronics on the other two phases it drags our (non-existent)
neutral close to 230V. As the other two phases are 120° out of phase with this one, the transformers
providing power for the control electronics now have close to 410V across them and while a simple
application of ohms law would suggest that these two phases are now drawing 180mA (almost
twice the 100mA rating of the fuses) the reality is actually much worse.
Transformers are designed and built with a maximum voltage rating – at this voltage or below, the
primary coil of the transformer converts current to magnetism (which is then converted back to
current by the secondary winding). But if you exceed this voltage, the Transformer core goes into
saturation (i.e. it can no longer handle any more magnetic field) this means that the primary coil
will draw more and more current until something gives (i.e. a fuse blows, the transformer winding
overheats and evaporates, or something catches fire).
In this case the first event would have blown the 100mA fuses, the second time around, now with
10Amp fuses installed, the internal transformers powering the control electronics would have failed
first.
If I had a low opinion of the electrician who installed the socket, my discussion on the Monday
following the event with Council electrician did nothing to improve my opinion of electricians,
when I had to explain to him slowly, in simple language and at length, a number of times, exactly
why a 5 pin three phase socket needed a neutral.
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* HRC High Rupture Current.
A high current fuse wire evaporating due to short circuit conditions can suffer a not inconsiderable
rapid expansion (i.e. explosion) as the wire transitions from a solid state to a gas. This rapid
expansion, er explosion can have sufficient energy to completely destroy a glass bodied fuse and in
the case of higher current failures many smaller fuse holders would also struggle to contain the
shock wave from a high energy fuse failure.
This could lead to permanent damage to the equipment the fuse is in and pose a serious hazard to
anyone nearby when the fuse failed (defeating the whole point in having the fuse).
HRC fuses are designed to absorb and contain these events and often contain materials like sand to
absorb the shock wave and have a ceramic body to contain the explosion.
Generally fuses rated above 10 Amps particularly when used in high Energy circuitry (such as AC
Mains) Should be of an HRC variety – also multimeter fuses need to be of the HRC variety as well.
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